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Pre_sident fails to respond to Communications faculty · grievances 
; G d ·d Th without proper regard for -the seriOus- organizati~n rrieets once a month. 
error demanded immeciiate action' on was no response. an Y 531 • •• e Ch k ·1 bl < com 
ed · ·11 be ness of the issues that they sought to ee was unava1 a e lOr -Your Part as President and we there faculty vot that 1t wt an open 
By Gerald Massengill 
Hillcop Staff Re~r 
The faculty of the School of Com-
munications last week issued a vote of 
no confidence to President James E. 
Cheek for his failure to respond to 
their grievances concerning the Uni-
versity Senate and discriminatory 
allocation of salary increases . 
' ' - raise . We have no reason to believe mCnt on the faculty's action because 
f t th d t ofO t be 31 1984 Jetter as opposed to a private com-ore. se e a e c 0 r • • . . .. that you will responCI to our continued liiS secretary said he was in a meeting. 
as the specified deadline for reply. mun1cat1ons. 1..A · w· v · Pre ·d t 
The letter also expresse.d dt·s- . appeals for a review of this Senate and .,.1chael R. tnston, ice st en You did not respond ." · ff' al bl 
Th 1 It d ft db 
th d h satisfaction with the operation of the its operation.·· for Academic A arrs was so una e 
e e er was ra e Y ea oc As a result of what faculty mem- ti> be reached for comment at prers 
subcon1mittee, which was formed by University Senate . ''We expressed bers from around the U.niversity per- .\lne. 
the faculty in the School of Com- our continuing frustration with the D p .d t f th 
absolute ineffectiveness of the Uni- ceive as inability to voice their con- Garry enny, res1 en o e 
The vote of no confidence . was 
issued in a letter to Cheek dated No-
vember 27 following his failure to 
hear the faculty's concerns and griev-
ances expressed in a Jetter sent to 'him 
on Oct. 9. 
munications .. The subcommittee, cems and gn·evances effectively in School of Communications Student 
chaired by Joan Payne Johnson. Their versity Senate as a meaningful and C ·1 .d "I th.nk af th 
· ~ ~ th f I the Senate, an organization called the ounc1 , sat , 1 ter e many 
job was to draft the letter conveying productive orum or e acu ty to Independent Faculty Federatiofl was ·years · the faculty in the School of 
the faculty's concerns, which the express its will, and to participate . . h bee . t 
·d · d t. ely 1·n the governance of the un·1 fonned to represent all fatuity mem- Commun1catlons as n trying o P S en! gnore ac 1v -re 1 1 · bers in the University. Gandy said, ''I get their voices heard through th,e 
versity . We are painfully reminded of 
the inadequacies of the Senate at the see it as an alternative to the Univer- Senate, which has failed to meet tl_l_e 
'f . 
. I ""•. 1•.' .... \' 1.1' 
• Barrow '' .. , no comment.'' The letter stated, ··we felt that the 
seriousness of thi s administration 's 
According to Gandy, the faculty 
had sub1nitted a letter to the president 
before the most recent one, but there 
October 25 meeting when members sity Senate, whose function is domin- See FACULTY pagC t2 
of the faculty were treated rudely and ated by the administration.' ' The 
Homeco1ning 
Board to examine .· S.A • can 
missing .$1250 
,. 
student 
seeks 
• 
asylum 
By Ghana 0. Wilson 
Hi!lcop Slaff Repon.or 
Twiggs Xiphu, a South African 
graduate Student at Howard, is seek-
ing political asylum in the United 
States because he fears that his life, 
will be in danger if he returns to South 
Africa . 
• 
--
\ 
' 
.. / 
' ' \ 
Xiphu has been in the United States ' / 
for 5 years on a student visa and a 
\ I 
scholarship from .the African Amer- .,J 
ican Institute . Xiphu said he was de.. .. ~- ~ ... .....IL.. · :tiJI 
nied political asylum in 1983, and Howard professor Mary Berry (center) Is flanked (l-r) by Joscp~ Lowery (far left), Randall Robinson, Cholles Hayes, R°'"'r 
ordered by the Immigration and Wilkins, Walter Fauntroy, and Dave Clark (background}, at a demonstration Outside of the South ·African Embassy on Mon-
Naturalization Services ( INS) to day. ' · 
leave the u .s . by December 23', Anti~anartheid 
1983. • r- ' 
The INS has ordered Xiphu to re· p d 
tumtoBotswana,acountryinSouth- rotest en s 
em Africa which signed an' agreement \ 
• Ill arrests 
with the Geneva convention agreeing E 1 8 · gate Walter fauntroy, Mary Francis 
to accept political refuOees from 
8Y ,,, 1,~5~,,.!..~,ntc e -~ ..,, .-- Berry . member of the U.S. Civil 
South Africa; however. Xiphu said, Representative John Conyers (D .. Right s Commission, Hilda Mason , 
·· ·1f I return to South Africa (Bots- Mich .), and William Simons, vice O.C. city council member· at-large, , 
wana) at this time, I run the risk of president of the American Federation and Randall Robinson, executive di -
being kidnapped from Botswana and of Teachers, were arrested outside the rector of TransAfrica, were arrested 
taken back to South Africa." Xiphu South African Embassy Tuesday on charges of unlawful entry after 
added, ''There have been many ~-~-..When they crossed a police barricade . refusing to leave the South African 
• sions where the South African gov- leading into the compound. Embassy and Oemanding·to talk with 
emment has come into Botswima and . The pair, who attempted to deliver 
taken political refugees b~ck to South fa statement to embassy officials. HUSA will sponsor a rally Saturday 
Africa where Jhey were !never heard were charged with a misdemeanor 
· Dec. 1 aJ 2 p .m . to protest the from again.'' offense of crossing a police line, 
According to Xiphu, ''The lNS according to Metro police . injustices facing Blacks in 
.told me to provide them with informa- Tuesday marked the third day in a 
tion to the effect that mY. life would be series of premeditated arrest tactics South Africa. 
in danger if I were to return to Bots- used by members of a newly-formed Ambassador Bernardus G . Fourie . 
wana. I provided them with the in- group, the Free South Africa Move- After being arrested, they spent the 
formation and I have yet to receive a ment . The group stated that it sup· night in jail and pleaded not guilty to 
response. from them." ports ''a nationwide campaign de- the charges. The following ~ay, all 
Xiphu iS being represented by signed to pressure the South African were released on their own recogni-
Carolyn Waller of the Washington regime into ending its apartheid sys- zance. 
Committee for Civil Rights . At press tern and the Reagan administration In a statement to the press, Cony-
time , Waller was unavailable for into ending its policy of constructive ers , a staunch civil rights supportet, 
comment. The INS was also con- engagement with the South African said, ''The attitude of the SoUth Afri-
tacted , but out of nine INS officials,- government .•• can ambassador in refusing to sPeak 
all said they knew nothing about the In the last week, Charles Hayes to the system of apartheid is precisely 
case. (D., Ill .), the Rev . Joseph E. Lowery, the reason why Americans arOund the 
See STUDENT page 12 president of the Southern Christian nation have decided to use a non-
Leadership Conference, 0 .C. Dele- violent approach to demonstrate their 
com(lass ion for the black people suf-
fering under the apartheid system.· .;, 
A block away from the embassy, 
hundreds demonstrated along the 300 
block of Massachuse tt s Avenue, 
N.W., carrying signs stating: ''We 
Support SW APO," "South African 
Government for Terror," and ''Free 
South Africa. - · 
The racial ·diverse group swelled in 
number from about 10 protesters 
Thanksgiving eve to an estimated 150 
on Tuesday. Marchers plan to rally 
daily at 3:30 p .m. near the embassy, 
according to Robinson. ··we will be 
here as long as we need to be.'' 
Other U.S . cities are expected to 
conduct similar protests where South 
African consulates are located , added 
Robinson . 
At a press conference Monday, 
Lowery, who worked cloSely with the 
late civil rights leader Martin Luther 
King Jr . during the 1960s, said, "We 
are expressing our moral outrage at 
the intensified oppression in South 
Africa." 
''The ·moral conscience of all 
See PROTEST · page 2 
• 
By John Brazington, Joyce Harris, , 
· and Desiree F. Hicks 
Hlll"'f' SU>/! RqHNr~r• 
According to Meridith Nielson, 
chairperson of the Homecoming 
Policy Board, there are questions sur-
rounding the proper allocation of 
1984 Homecoming funds. 
Nielson contends !hat chairman 
Reginald Scott and financial director 
Chaud\ier Moore of 1he Homecoming 
Steering Committee misallocated 
st11dent funds and made an or- , 
chestrated effort to postpone four 
scheduled meetings which were held 
to close out the financial dealings. 
According to sources, $1,250 have 
not been accounted for in the budget. 
The Homecoming Policy Board is 
scheduled to n1eet today to review the 
final report that is ~o be presented by 
Moore and Scott and to close out the 
financial books. 
Four prior meetings for this pur-
pose had been scheduled, however, 
either the report was not prepared or 
a quorum was not present, according 
to Nielson. 
In response to allegcltions that the 
money in question \Vas used •to 
finance a party 1hat was sponsored by 
the Homecoming Committee, Scott 
said, ''The money for the party did 
not come from student activity fees 
that was given toward 
Homecoming ... '' 
However, Moore, whose approved 
stipend is $4,050, would not disclose 
where the money can1e from. 
RaYJllond Archer, director of stu-
dent attivitiey, and Nielson both said 
they would like to know where the 
money came. from to finance the par-
ty . . 
''They did have a party," Archer 
said. ···board did not approve the 
party, but until we have the final 
report we don't know if .they [Scott 
and Moore] spent Homecoming 
money or not.'' 
Scott estimated the cost of the pany 
to have been between $1.~ and 
$1,250. 
While Nielson contends that there 
have been four prior meetings 
scheduled to disCuss the final report, 
Archer maintained that he was aware 
of only one meetng which was called 
for Nov. 16. 
''No quorum was present [for ihe 
. . 
' 
R~dMoore 
Homecoming chairman 
Chaudlier Moore d 
Homecoming Financial A1lvi9or 
Nov. 16 meeting], the report was not 
finalized and they [Scott and Moore] 
were not prepared to make a final 
report ." · 
How~er, Archer agreed with Scott 
and Moore that an orchestrated effort 
was not made to cancel any scheduled 
meeting. · 
In response to not being prepared 
to present his report , Moore said, ~ 
''Mr. Archer can vouch- that I was 
trying to put together a financial 
report until Armour J . Blackburn 
closed every night that week 
[Nov .11-17). It occured to me that 
Thursday night that I would not have 
a financial report together for the Fri· 
day meeting: •• · 
Archer and Nielson said. that Scott 
and Moore will not receive a final pay 
check until their report has been sub-
mitted to and approved by the board. 
According to Nielson, it is his con-
tention that the extra time is needed to 
find how much money has been spetit. 
and how much is still owed. 
Sec HOMECOMING page 12 
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\f\l\er I This 
week 
Ethiopia plagued wit·h · famine 
• 
Leisure & Arts. New magazine .aims 
at the Modern Black Man. Page 8 
Elsewhere. 
Fisk University Enrollment drops. 
Page 3 
Today's issue ~ our last for the year as we prepare to go 
on Christmas break. Publication will, however, resume 
January 18, 1985 with all the interesting and thought--
provoking news on campus and around the Washington 
metropolitan area. .. '-
We wish all our readers a Mt:rry Chris"iinas and-a prosper-
ous New Year. 
By Joy O. Erbabor interviewed refused to allow their 
' . 
Hiu10p staff Repx1ef names to be used . ''Starvation has 
Ethiopia, a country of about 33 been in that country for ov~r ten 
million people, has been faced with years ," said James (not his real 
famine for the past ten years that has name), but it has suddenly become a 
claimed over one million lives, and major issue because of mainly politi-
presently, another six million lives cal reasons . A country like the United 
are at· the brink of death . States never realfy helped Ethiopia 
The European Economic Com- because of ideological differences, 
munity (EEC) and other nations such ·Ethiopia being an ally of the 
as the United ' States and East Ger- Soviets," he said. · 
many arC engaged in an effort code- The question then is : ' 'Would in-
named the Emergency Aid Program nocent citizens that know nothing ab-
designed to provide aid for Ethiopia out communism and capita1ism be 
and other famine-stricken countries allowed to starve to death, because 
in the northern and central African one country refused to help the other 
regions . due to ideological differences?'' he 
Although some people believe nat- added . . 
ural reasons such as drought are Serge Elie, the international affairs 
responsible for this massive famine, director for HUSA, said thai although 
others believe that politics have con- the aid Ethiopia received could be 
tributed to the intense effect of famine politically linked, the important thing 
in Ethiopia. as of now is that it is beneficial to 
-Because of the controversial nature Ethiopians, and that should be the 
of the political reasons, most people issue to be · addrtssed, fo• people 
starVing to death daily . 
Elie also said he believes that the 
Ethiopian emergency aid is needed 
during this period, and when the dy-
ing citizens are taken care of, then 
other matters can be dealt with . 
Elie also said HUSA has also been 
involved in a program started by 
United Nations Educational, Scicntif·· 
ic and Cultural Organization · (UN-
ESCO) to encoura$e historically 
black colleges to contribute financial-
ly or oth~rwise to help countries like 
Ethiopia and Mali . . 
Gamene Eshette, the Charge 
d' Affaires oTthe Embassy of Ethiopia 
in Washington, D .C . , said, ''Lots of 
countries are contributing to aid my 
country, and they will not accept any 
aid with strings attached:" He said 
that while he had not heard of tile 
UNESCO program, but he felt that it 
was a very good idea. 
See E11110PIA pqe 12 
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ow a rd reaches out 
to han·dicappe.d kids 
I 
Bi· T. DenlS< !\sbury 
' llill!lJI> sutf kfpurk< 
Ha11dicapped children in the sur-
rol111di11g area arc able to find support 
a11(I assistance fro n1 fac11l1~· a11d 
:.1u,lt•11t s \\'110 \\'ork \vith 1heu11iversi-
t)·'s Ct•111er for the Stud}' of Ha11-
diL'<t11ped Cl1ildre11 a11d Yo11th. 
Ecology H ea l1t1 service , and the 
Ce11ter f'or Acade111ic Rehabilitation. 
She said the overall goals of the 
center are 10 in1plement t1rba11-based 
progran1s 10 s1ud}' ho\v issues of ur-
ban life affe<.1 1t1e hru1dicapped, par-
ticularly 1he mi11ori l}' handicapped 
and to provide tecl111ical assistance 
and 1raining progra111s '''ithin various 
con1m1111i1ies throughout the co11ntry. 
i l 
Other goals are to pr~Vide max-
imum visibility for the center through 
comm11nity outreach programs 10 the 
Jiandicapped and their families and 10 
explore the pcssibililies of addi1ional 
funding for expansion of the center. 
Veronica Roberts, a candidate for a 
"Ph. Q degree and an intern v.'ith the 
On the • ainvaves • 
De re ation does not 
affect black •• stations ' 
in Baltimore included WEBB-FM and 
WITH-AM, and tho·se .in Virginia 
were WB~l - FM, WKIE-AM, 
WPAK-AM and WPCE-AM. 
... 
Most of the owners agreed that 
because of the lack of compet1t1on 
from neigt1boring stations, there has 
not been a pressing need to make 
changes to gain more recogn1t1on 
since 1he slation operates only 12 
hours per day . Tl1t' ce111er. u11der the auspices of 
1t1e Scl1ool of Edt1t·ation and lhe 
clirtX1io 11 of S)'l\'ia \Valker , open-
t'Ct i11 1973 '''i1l1 1he goal of pro,,idi11g 
trai11i11g a11d 1e~:l1nical assist ance as 
\\'t•ll as ser\•ices t-o the hru1diCa pped 
c.111d tl1eir fa111ilies. 
The ce11ter, '''l1ich also receives ft1n-
ding fro1111he Cori11a H iggi11so11 Trl1st 
Fu11d and the Na1ional ztnstitute of 
Handicapped Researcl1. is also seek-
ing to f<tcilitatc tlie developn1ent of 
gradl1ate level stude11t s into profes-
sio11als '''110 \Viii fL1rther advan(.'C tl1e 
stt1dy of tl1e ha11clicapped a11d tt1e 
· Cond itio 11 .~ 1!1ey ofte11 face, Walker 
said. 
''M · h e"tmg t e 
Challenge 
• • • '' 
A recent survey of black-oriented 
radio sta1ions in the Baltiniore, 
\Vashington and Virginia areas has 
revealed that 1981 Federal Com-
munications Commission deregula-
tion rulings have not substantially af. 
fected the programming forn1a1 of 
these stations. 
The deregula1ion guidelines could 
l1ave affected the stations in the areas 
of a scertainment, co mmercial 
g11idelines, pr.Ogram logs , and public 
i11terest. While most statio11s respond-
ed that they did nothing to change 
their ' pro~rammi11g format, WBCI· 
FM in Williamsburg, Va . said that 
ascertainment had t ha11ged slightly . 
Cicero M. Green Jr., president of 
North Carolina Mutual Communica-
tions , the company which owns 
WBCI , said 1ha1 there are no longer a 
minimum number of local issues 1ha1 
can be discussed, and as a resull of 
1his, public interes1 has increased. 
Robert Taylor, general manager of 
, WHUR-FM, said that although their 
format has not chang~d as a result of 
deregulation, they have gone through 
normal changes, which included play-
ing slightly more music and having 
one less newscast . 
Of the nine stations surveyed, all of 
the owners or station managers said 
their compe1i1ion has not had any cf-' 
feet on changes made at their radio 
stations. A spokesman for WBCI-FM 
said that, whi le there have been cer-
l" l1r ~L' goals are a(.'l1ieved 1hrougl1 
res ear~ !1 , re 11abi1itatio11 -o u1 re;:1ch. 
.:011Slllll1j,r ill\'O ]\' ('Ill e11t . cech11iL .. al 
\llPIJOrt 10 fa111ilies of ct1e disabled, 
pr0ft•s,.ior1al 1rai11i11g, co11sult'atio11. 
a11cl i11for111atio11 disser11i11atio11. 
rt1t.• ee11ter' \\•t1ich is ft111ded by tl1e 
Di\ i~io11 of Personnel Preparatio r1 
a11d Spr..::ial Edl1catio11 and 
Rt·l1abilita1io11 of the U.S. Depart -
111t·11t of ' Ed11ca1io11, receptl:-' spo11--· 
~ored a Natio11al Co11ferenCe for Han-
For tl1e 1984-85 acade111ic year, the 
ce 111 er is seeki11g to i111plen1ent 
research strategies to assess and iden-
tif~' ps}·cl1osocial ' 'ariables an1ong the 
Afro-A111crican popl1lation and 10 do 
so thro11gh the close associat io11 \\'ith 
01her depart111e11t s ancl scl1ools '''ith 
the Uni\1ersit )'. 
center for the past three yearf, said 
the ce11ter has provided her \Vith a bet -
ter level of professio11al gro,vth a11d 
a\\'areness by allo,,·ing J1er the ability 
to better u11dcrstand tl1e 11ecds of l1an-
dicapped individuals. 
\Valker said the center \Yelco111es 
· the support and voluntary cft'on s of 
all in1eres1cd persons who \\'ish to of-
fe r their services. 
dicapped Chi ldre11 a11d Youth at the >--------------~---------------
Ho,,·ard 11111 . 
• 
. Tl1e Sllr\'ey 'vas conducted by a 
gro11p of Ho,vard University jour-
nalism students and focused ·on nine 
stations. Th ose sur veyed ,..,ere 
\VYBC-AM , \VH U R-FM and 
WUST-AM in Washington . Stations 
When asked \vhether the competi-
tion had any effect on their. formats, 
eigh1 o f 1he nine ·stations said no. 
HoWever, WKIE-AM radio station's 
manager said that the competi1ion ex-
is1s wl1en v.• hi~e slations try 10 -
black'' black stations . 
tain cl1anges in the format, the 
• 
changes have been made to benefit the 
listeners. 
Although many of the stations 
reported cl1anges in staffing, it was in-
dicated tl1a1 these changes wbte not a 
result of deregulation rulings. Two 
Washington stations , WHUR-FM 
and \YUST-AM, said their staffs had 
i11creased, \Yhile WPAK-AM in Farm-
Sce STATION page 6 
Tt1e confere11ce \\'a s e11titled 
··~teeting tht• Challe11ge of Profes-
sio11a\ Rehabilitation to Non~\Vhitc 
Pl·rso11<; \\ 'i1l1 Disabiii (ies'' , and irs 
fot.:llS \\.:lS 19 target disabled persons 
:11 1cl i t1t•ir families i11 order 10 aid 
!lli..'lll i11 COll ll SC li11 g, 
111torit1I Sl'f\' iL·es, teacl1ing assista11ts 
arid tl1e dissen1i11ation of i11for111ation. 
Computer craze conquers almost everyone 
\\' alker said that tl1e co11f'ere11ce 
\1as \'ery successful i11 tl1at over 200 
J:'lersorls fro111 \1arious regions attended 
tlte cor1ference, including profes-
.:iionals in the fields of rehabilitatior1 
researcl1 a11d special educario11. 
St1e said site feels man~' positi\'C 
gair1s \\ere 111ade through hosting ct1e 
1.:011fere11L·e at HO\\'ard, particularly 
tt1c cxt·tiange of ideas and tl1e i111pro\1-
t-d tct·t111iqL1t's for tl1e rehabili1ation of 
l1a11dit:appt'Ci t·l1i f'dren and }'Outh a11d 
1l1eir fa111ilics that ,,·ere disCussed. 
TI1e co11fere11ce ,,.as fu11ded i11 pan 
by a grc1111 from the Natiorial l11sti1ute 
o,f Hat1{liL'<lpfX'd Researcl1 of the U.S. 
L>eparw1~uLo f Educa1iq_1; . _ _ __ . -
\\'c.1l kt•r said tl1e ce111er ~ee ks a11d 
reL't'i\· e~ !1elr> frOr11 vol11r11eer student s. 
fc1cul1~· a11cl staff fron1 the can1p11s. 
l111er11s are take11, 0 11 a \'Olu111ary 
ba.'.'.>is, fro111 the School of Social 
\\1o rk, tl1c Depar1me11! of 
Ps~·cholog}·. tl1e S(.·t1ool -of Hun1an 
I 
l l i lll "~ .... ,, "<1""''' 
Stude11ts \\•t10 arc 11011-s(ie11ce or 
no11-b11si11ess 111ajors are often in-
tin1idated b}·. or find 110 llSe for tl1e 
11e·,,· 1ecl111ologies Sl1rfa(.·i 11g 111 
.1\ .111erica. 
Frank S111ith, !)rofessor of art at 
HO\\'ard, said. ''It is a dcfi11ite skill. 11 
is like 1101 k110\\'ing t10\\' 10 read i11 1!1e 
21st-ce11111r)'." S111itli l1as IOl111d \\'a)·s 
to t1se the co111p111 cr i11 art i11strt1ctio11. 
''Art, la}·o111 ,,·ork, e\er1 a11i.r11atio11 is 
done 011 a co111pL1ter 110,,·, ·: l1e said. 
''And e\•er)1t t1i11g l1as cl1a11gcd ''i1t1 
co1npL1tcr "'·ccli110\og)'; • it is a 11C\\ 
111ediu111," he stressed .. 
··co111pl1tcrs are ''er~· si111ple to 
use._" said Sterli11g '\\1hitc , a se11ior 
\\•!10 aspires to be <1 systr111s (\11al)1SI. A 
L'Ot11pL1ter is a d11111b 111acl1i11e; it takes 
}'Our i11strL1ctions,'' lie added. 
Eve11 teacl1ers are enrolli11g in co 111-
pt1ter c lasses. '' I an1 cnrolli11g to 
beco111e co111pL11er- literate. because 10-
da)' it is 1t1e eqL1ivale111 10-,bci11g pri11t-
licera1e yesterda y , '' said Artl1L1r 
France, professor of Radio, T . V. and 
Film in the Sct1 ool o f Con1n1unica-
tions. France said tl1at con1pL1ters \\'ill 
help in teachi11g, and recordi11g aqd 
fili11g of data . He also said that he 
\Vanis· inf0r111a1ion that is easily ac-
cessible .. 
''Americans ha\'e to be proficient 
in so1netl1ing," said Sharon Wi\lian1s, 
a hu1nan ecolog}' studen1 '''110 L1ses 
con1puters to suppl~e11t her st tidies. 
''It sa,·es time, a11d I a111 keepi11g Lip 
\\·itt1 \\l1at is .goi11g to be ~1 needed 
Hypertension: 
the No. I killer 
Protest fron1 page I 
' 
By Lanita Pace 
lhlliop Slaff ~rcntr 
High blood pressure is this nation 's nun1ber -one 
killer . Twenty percent of all Americans have high 
blciod pressure . It can lead to death through stroke . 
hean attack. heart failure and kidney faiiure . The high-
est incident of· hi g·h blood pressure is found a1nong 
' black people . ' 
'' Your pressure can be reaJly high and you Will not 
shov.• any syn1pto1ns. · · said Dr . Charles Curry, chief of 
card iology al lhe Univers ity's Medical School . 
Of the 37.7 million people who ha·.e high blood 
pressure. nearly all of Lhem have a form cal led essential 
hypertension. The word essential is used when the 
cause of the disease is unknown . , 
According to Curry , high blood pressure can be 
caUsed by lack of proper medical attenlion , hered ity . 
obesity, high -sail diets and psycho-social stress . 
'' \Vhen you have a lot of crowding . p:>verty . one-
parent families ... these conditions are associated 
with hypertension ," said Curry, explaining the types 
of psycho~social stresses that are common to high 
blood pressure . 
An1ericans should be pricked, partic-
ularly because through our govern-
ment and our businesses, we have 
. become panic ipants jn apartheid,· · 
he added . 
Jn a telephone call to embassy offi -
c ial s, a spokesperson said they did not ~ 
ha\'e <}ny conlment at this lime. 
ai1d '''anted skill," she added. 
' ' Co1nputers are no1 o nl y for 
e11gi11ccrs,'' saiP Lucius Walker, dean 
of the School of Engineeri11g, ''and 
111ost ' people who will be t1sing com-
puters in the f'uture \Yi\\ be non-
science or non-business nlajors. In 
tin1e, e\·eryone should have a com-
puter i11 some forn1 or ano1!1er. '' 
Co111puters do have some disadvan-
tages: \\·orker displacen1ent, inL1nda-
tion of information , and total reliance 
on t•on1pu!ers to solve basic problems. 
''Compu1 ers niay be inl1uman and 
I 
impersonal, but they do not laugh or 
. ' ' " scold \vhen the user 1S ·\\'rong, com-
mented France, ' ' and ' calculato rs, I 
fee l, a re more dangerous." 
In storing, processing, and retriev-
ing information, the advantages o f , 
computers clearly outweigh the disad-
vantages. From s tudent s lo 
housewives, .computers can make 
work easier . Mrs. David Albright of 
Silver Spring, Md. said that com-
pu1ers are essential in her household . 
- She ltses them for processing and 
figuring her budget, as well as aiding 
• 
her cl1ilclren in their studies. 
Albrighc s' microwave oven is a~o 
con1puter-based. 
1''St udenc s need to realize th.e 
sig11ificance of c9mputers in certain 
·sectors of societY as it penains to 
them, hov.· they function, and how it 
can help them solve the litllest pro· 
blems at the !ouch of a button. The 
main advantage is thttt the user is 
usually the designer of his or her own 
program," said Walker. ''You are 
outside of life if yol1 do not become 
computer-ti1era1e.' ' 
Curry also said lhal people of lower educational 
status. bacause their lifestyles are more stressfu l, have 
a higher rate of high blood pre.ssure, but that as the 
educational status rises, the rate of hypertension is 
reduced . , 
TransAfrica. a lobbying group for 
African and Caribbean concerns wilh 
10,000 members, ouclined a four-
point objective of the Free South Afri~ 
ca Movement 's' mission in a news re-
lease: I . To secure tl1e rele3s..e of 13 
labor leaders who were arrested 
fo llowing a two-day work strike in 
November. An estimated I million 
blacks. who make up the majority of 
the South African work force, partic i-
pated in the strike . 2. To secure the 
release of South African civil rights 
leaders who have already been jailed 
for several years 'of charges of protest-
ing against the government policies 
of ?Part he id . 3 . To begin ··good 
faith ' ' relations between the released 
members of the groups, and for lhe 
South African government to begin 
elections that include Blacks. 4 . To 
end the Reagan Administration's 
policy of continuing diplomatic talks 
with the South African government. 
THE AT&T CALL ME CARD. THE EASY WAY TO CALL HOME 
. AND SHARE THE RIGORS OF COLLEGE LIFE. 
Black women , who have the highest r?te of obesity , 
in many cases can eliminate the disease ·by losing 
weight , he said. .. ... 
Some doctors theorize that high blood pressure is 
caused by an excessive build up of·salt in the kidneys . 
This defect is thought to be genetically controlled . 
Researchers at the University of Alabama say the dis-
covery that kidney transplants cure high blood pres-
sure, along with blood vessel damage caused by the 
disease, shows that the kidneys may be responsible for 
most cases of this widespread disease . 
Transplants are not viewed as a viable methQd of 
treatment becaused ; the number of hypertension 
patients requiring kidiley transplants are very few . 
High levels of lead absorbed by the body also appear 
to contribute to both high blood pressure and kidney 
diseas~. according to a study by the Veteran's Ad-
ministration Medical Center. Researchers there dis-
covered that people with high blood pressure, coupled 
with kidney damage, excreted far more lead than did 
· those with high blood pressure alone . · 
Before the development of drugs to lower blood 
pressure, the only effective treatment of hypertension 
was a low-scxtium diet . Some doctors still favor the diet 
because many patients suffer from effects caused by 
anti -hypertension n1edicine . 
' 
Some civil rights leaders here sug-
gested that American businesses dis· 
continue their operations with South 
Africa until the government shows 
•'good faith'' in reconstructing their 
apartheid system and allow Blacks to 
have a voice in the government . 
The Reagan administration 's poli-
cy toward South Africa seeks to con-
tinue diplomatic Telations under a 
.. . 
constructive engagement'' agree-
ment . Moreover, the administration 
contends that if American t;usinesses 
divest from that country. the Soviet 
Union will ultimately become South 
Africa 's main supporter, whicl) the 
president claims will threaten U.S . 
interests . 
Other·participants in the rallies in-
clude Mayor Marion Barry, David 
Clarke, chairman of the D .C. City 
Council, Roger Wilkins, civil rights 
activist . Arthur Ashe, former tennis 
star. Representative Louis Stokes 
see PROTF.ST page 12 
College ca 11 be rough on a kid . 
!~specially \vhe 11 tl1e refresh1nent s 
arid cash run out at the sar1ie li111e. 
\Vl1at to do about the cash flow 
problen1? Cal l home with the A'f&1' 
CA LL ME Card. 1'he quick and con· 
venienl way to gel in toUt'.h with your 
fa111ily. Witli<iut t lie t1assle of ca lli ng 
col lec t, f u111bli1ig for spare chc1nge o~ 
paying for the ca ll. A1id since you can 
only call hon1e with the CA LL ME 
Card, Mon1 and Dad don't mind pick-
i1ig up the tab. 
Gn A CLUE. ·I 
Gn.JHE AT&T CALL ME CARD. 
So do11't sing the bt1dget blues all 
by yourself. Call ho1ne wi th the A1&'f · 
CALI, ME Card. And le t the111 know . 
their fc1vo rite i11vestn1en1 in the 
future needs a lit! le rnonetarY help 
right now. 
-Do11·1 have an Al'&T CAl~L ME 
Card yet? Mail the coupo11 al right to 
A'l'&T a11(1 we'll send an application 
J10111e to your pare11 ts. Or phone: 
1 800 CALL ATI, Ext. 50. 
r ~ GET THEAT&J CALL ME CARD. - I 
I THE BEST WAY TO CALL HOME. I 
I WHEN YOU'RE AWAY FROM HOME. I 
- I Ca111860CALL A1'1". l~xt.50 tohavea I 
\• CALL ME Ca rd applicali<111 sent 10 your 
• 
I parents. Orcomplctt- a11d re-turn this fo rm I 
I to AT&T College Pron1otior1s. 1).0. Box I 494.66, At lanta, GA 30359. 
I · ' I 
·Your l'<1tt•n1>" Nan•t> 
I 
I 
I 
Addre•> 
C ••)·/Sc ace/Zip 
( ) I Part•nl >' l'hnnt• N<~ 
I Your Nanie (0 M r.(O ~I s.) 
I c~·nt·ge 
Ch""kCla~"' 0 111. CJS,,ph O Jr~ rJ~r. O Gfad. L ______ __ ___ .!!J 
-• 
• 
• 
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• Enrollment drops 
at Fisk University 
... 
' 
·-· 'If ~~ , - Heroin 
death. rate 
high inD.C. 8)' Oartnl·e Wallerson 
Fol111ded in 1866 as an independent 
institl1tio11 ,,·ith the mission of 
educating the 11e''' citizens of the 
Sot1tl1 i11 the liberal arts. Fisk Univer-
sity's legacy is being threatened by 
declining e11rolln1ent and financial 
pro~len1s. 
approximately l 15 students per year 
for the last four years, according to 
the enrollment figures received from 
the registrar's office. I J.t_r /L's-: ~-ri"'UHT 
According 1·0 Virginia Brooks. the 
regist:rar at Fisk. part of tl1e reason 
for fl1e dcr:li11e- i11 enrollment is the 
sluggish ec:onon1y and the federal 
governn1en1 has cut back financial aid 
progra111s which have traditionally 
supplemen1ed the student's own in-
con1e. th4s hampering their ability to 
n1eet their educational costs. she said. 
I 
Harrison DeShields, director of ad-
missions at Fisk, decli_ned to com-
• 
ment on the· declining enrollment and 
the possible factors attributing to it. 
However, Shields said. ""The univer-
sity does not plan to close." Also . 
·"The university will not compromise 
its admissions standitrds in order to 
boost enrollment.·· 
According . to a Decen1ber 18 
JVasJ1i11gto11 Post article, the endo\\'- , 
men1 at Fisk has fa\le11 fron1 $14~ 6 1 
million in 1967 to a little over $3 · 
n1illion in 1983 . 
. ' ' . 
' 11, \\.,_, 
,., -.. I I" 
' 
' 
I • 
AFRICA 
-. 
By Chari.,. A. McDonald 
._ .... _ 
With all the rec.en~ attention given 
to PCP abuse in the District, it may 
have been overlooked that 
Washington, D.C. has the highest 
·heroin-overdose d1eath rate ever 
recorded in scientific literature. 
According to an article printed in 
the Oct. S issue of Science: The Jour-
nal of The American Association for 
the Advancement of Science, the most 
A· recent· statistics ~how Washington 
\ having a heroin death rate of 17 .4 per 
1.fi 100,CXXl ,ali;nost twii;:e as high as any 
other city. 
): A. James Ruttender of the Federal 
L 1 Center for Disease Control in Atlanta _ _ . d10isputed20the_ ~ndings, noting that only 
Enrolln1ent a1 Fisk for the first 
quartfr of fiscal year 19$4-85 has de-
cline~ to 553, down from 1,600 in 
1969 . The University has lost 
Also, according to the Post, \Vatter 
Leonard, former president of Fisk 
said, ''Fisk's financia l difficulties 
should have a positive effect on the 
black community by calli11g attcntio11 
to the trOUbles that -face black institu-
tions.'' 
By Brian Branch-Price-The Hilltop to Cities have r~ported their 
Representatives from the Workers World Party protest Apartheid outside of the South African Embassy on overdose rate, but he added that the 
~M~ono::d.-•.,Y_· -------- -..,------------· ___________ ·____ ·___ .J 11 5 reponed overdoses in 1981 were • Lorton prison 
find reforms 
inmates 
useful C Omput·e' rs can now ~~i;~~::.es~~e ~~~:~as,:~,:; cities, it's very high.'' · According to a study done in 
By Evenlyn Branic 
Hdhup S1•ff Rcf"'n< • 
and jovial a11i1ude, wn1ch are in con-
trasl 10 the many sullen faces roaming 
lhrough the hall s of the minimum-
securily building. \Vith 31 months 
left in prison. Mule said that until he 
began reading classes three weeks 
ago. he had not cOml?ed hi s _hair in 
almost three years. ''What "''as l go-
ing to comb nly hair for? I wasn '1 
going anywhere.·· he said . 
· k } k b •fim December ,- 19s2 by 0r. Ruttender ma e you 00 eaut1 . andJamesJ. Luke, the former chief 
medica1 examiner for the District, the 
• 
· · 1 hate ii .. . they tell )'Ou abou1 
pronol1ns. nouns ~rid adjectives,·' 
cried · ·Mule·· when asked how he fell 
about gt) ing to class. Roqert '' Mule '' 
\V illiams. 46. is a new student en-
rolled in one of several educational 
progran1s while he is serving a five-
10-seven year sentence at Lorton 
Federal Prison in Northern Virginia . 
Gi\'en the nan1e ''Mule"' after a 
judge accused hin1 .of being stubborn 
during his !rial, 1he slender dark· 
.._ complexioned n1an. w'ho actually 
appeared age 60. later replied that he 
was proL1d of !earning how lo read. 
adding that ··anyt hing beats a 
blank."· 
Mule stands out from most other 
Nevenheless. at the suggestion of 
instructors. Mule combed his hair be-
fore entering an adult-education pro-
gram in which test scores reflected 
tha1 he was functionp.lly illiterate . 
Mule said tha1 he became interested in 
the program when he ''got tired of 
paying dudes c igarettes·· to read his 
personal letters. Results of his prog-
inma1es because o~his sense of humor See PRISON page 6 
8)' Grace Wilkes-S)·dney 
11111<'9 ?"ot•" lltponff 
Experimenting \Vith makeup on 
011e's face \vi1hot1t toucl1ing it is in-
dcc:d a reality no,,.·. Elizabeth, a 
beaL1ty-n1akeO\'er con1pt1ter created 
b}' Elizabeth Arden's Costnetics, con-
sists of a high-resolt1tion video 
monitor, an electronic pencil, and a 
special dra\\·i11g tablet. 
Robbie StlO\\' , media relations 
coordinator at \Vood"'ard and 
Lothrop. said that .the fashion com· 
p11tcr \\'35 recent!}' in use al that store 
for t\\'O \\'eeks. 
''Elizabe1l1 \\'as \'er}' exciting and 
successf11_!. \Vitl1 this computer 
guiding }'Oll, }'OU can learn 111an}· 
l.'.osmetics tricks that apply to yo11r 
-face," said Sno\v. 
According 10 SnO\\', tl1e first step in 
using compuier fashion makel1p is an 
a11alysis of skin color, taking into ac-
coun( personalit)' . Ii restyle and 
fashion preferences. The face is tl1cr1 
projected 011to 011e corner of the 
monitor. Tl1ree other i111ages of the 
face are then 1nade lip b~1 the con1-
pL1ter a11d tnake-llp arti st, us-ing an 
electronic pencil 011 a special dra\\•i11g 
table1. Finally, a co111pari son arid 
selectio11 are r11ade fron1 tile best look-
ing in1age, the one fi'om \\'l1ich 
makeup will apply 011 the real fal.'.e . . 
Robin \Veir, beaL1ticia11 ai1d O\\'ner 
of Robin \Veir a11d Co .. a beaut)' 
shop at 2134 P. St., N . \V .~expressed 
• 
high death rate was probabl}' caused 
his views about the beauty comPuter. by a surge in casual, recreational use 
''\Ve are investigating the use of this o~heroin . that interacted with alcohol. 
computer . I am also aware of another Most of the victims were black males 
computer which assists with different wi,_th an average age of 31 years. 
hairstyles.'' Some students at Howard Janice . Grady of RAP, Inc. said 
also had their say about Elizabeth. that. Washington's unusually high 
La Detra MaGaha, who heroin death rate may be caused by 
represented the School of Business in the new JX>tency of the heroin sold to-
tl1e Miss Howard pageant said, ' 'The day . ''I;>ealers are ,tr)'ing to get drug 
co1npu1er is indeed affecting almost abusers back on heroin. The JX>pular 
every aspect of our lives, so it is not drug now is PCP, and the dealers 
surprising that fashion and beauty did .have had to make the heroin ·more po-
not escape." tent in order to draw abusers away 
The fashion computer· will be mak- fro.m PCP. So when people take the 
ing further appearances at major normal amount of heroin it takes for 
department sto_res across the cou~try. them to get their ?igh, they don't 
Her nex1 stops include .Marshall Field, know how strong the heroin is and it 
Chicago. a11d L.S. Ayres, In -
dianapolis. 
' 
See PCP page 6 
I . ARD UNIVERSITY 
' 
Spring Break Vacation 
' 
3/24-28/1985 . 
Nassau Cabl.e: Beach Inn 
' from-
• • 
s349 
~ 
Raters fru111 Halt i111ore 
Packager Pricer lncludcrs 
row1dtrip cl1arter airfare • 4 night.'> hotel accorrunodations at Cable Be.1cl1 ln11 • tr<111sfcrs bcn.,·ec11 
airport ru1d hotel• hotel taxes• servi1..-e ch::trges (n1aid & belln1a11 ti1>S) • prc..-registr<1.tio11 
• con1pli111cntary poolside chaise lourtgc & tO\\'CI • U.S. dt:~lrture tax• lluhanti<Ul dcP'.irtt1rc tax 
• pw1sfers from Ho\\"ard U. to BWI. 
Paymernt Plan 
I n111a l I kp. •~11 - S I f)(J . (" ) • l~rO<lf of Ci1j7_..,nsl1 i p Rcquir<.>d: 
2nd!lJ,n1cn 1 - $ ~ ! ; 1111 ........... due 12/21 184 Pa~ s 1)ur1 s . \ °<)lcr's Hc,1!t~1ra11un ~, Birch L:Cr1 1fira1r, . [)r1\'t·1 ·~ 
t-"1nal l'J\ nicn! - .. .. , ... d11C" l / J/'l lM'> L ... -..-n,cs n<>l a<."<."t.'J1lcJ. 
All majvr rrnli1 ra1iL' t11·rrytetl: \ l a~tcrCard, \ 'IS . \ . Ar11cr1can ~:xprc~ s. ( :huirc . . 41akt' rl1t'tks fJO>•ahle /Q: f."ir~t <.:lls~ "f 'r.i1 c!. Inc . 
Cancerllations .... ~ontact:, 
Beli11da Lightfoot , llff1rc u! Stl1Jcnt ·\L·1 11·ic1r' 
Rr11. 11 7. RIJ~· kliurn (-:C.· ntc r. t-l c1 •1 .11J l ·n11 c r~1t~ 
• 60 d:t}S or 111c1rc prior 10 departun:-S25.00 J)(:nall)· 
• I.cs~ tl1a11 (t() bl1t 111orc th1111 30 d>l)'S-SS0.00 J)(:nall)• 
• l ..c~ tl1 :111 .'\O da>·s-NO REl.-UND. 636·7003 
' 
Rerserrvatlon fonn Statement of U ndcrstandir1g 
in the S(:hool of ---,.~-~-~-~~~~~ 
have acccp1rd pa~~ fur lhc trip 10 Nassau, Milich !4- 21'1 . 
1<185. Ii i:s 11n(krsiood and agreed f!ta1 I " ·ill personally bear 
all el(pe11sc:s 1n connection " "ith this 1rip. 11 is also Understood 
and agrcctl th1t1 Ho\\aJd University in no " 'ay accepts 
rcspon~ibility fl?'" : food . sak conducr, prOlc:ction of 1>crsons, 
prOle<:llOn of p1opcrcy and cfftt1s. coodUCl or behavior of an 
ind1\·iJ11al . ir1t.·tdcnul or any other expenses called for in co11-
ncclJOn """'' th is trip , and liability arising from any 50Ufc:e _ 
14'ha(cver 1n ronnc:ction " ·ith this uip. 
Insurance Coverage: Do you have a current health insur-
ance policy? __ Yes No 
NOie: "'II P""'""' particip111ong in tile obove mcn1ioned uip MUST hove 
hnkh _.,,Uf..,..., th11 nw<:<t oUnc:u Of inJlll)' " 'hilc UIVdlin& oo - !Jip . 
Studeno II th<- Un .... c:rtot}' who have pW !he health foe for this ldlool 
yew. •c llft><'T•lly <:m'<:<ed fu< <his uip . T!w.c pct-U wilh no~ 
""'" make tllc nc<.:cssary :arr111fP11enU kif !he insurll'ICC oovcrqc. There 
Mii be no nceplio<l• tu lhi• policy. 
If under Z 1 'years ·of~. the sign1ture of parent or guardian is requif~ ~low : 
' 
' 
"l"u the hcst of nl}" knu1•·lc<lge, the abu1·e i11f(lfOlation ,1hat I 
have. supplicJ is true . l-"ur1hcr. [ ha1•c rc:iJ a<ld full}' under-
stand the con.Jot ions hcrc--in·abo1 e, an<l on the back. 
' l"ypc of Accon1modations: 
_ _ Doubk ·rriplc --~Quad1 _ __ .Single 
Roommates: -----
' . 
* Jntcrn11i<.xiil .cudent• por1icipaung in 1.ravcl ou1>fllc: of 1hc U.S. should 
~;,iot the Off.,( of ln1crnotoonil S.udcnt Ser~..:n. Room 11'1-Rbckhurn 
W..10. p<- lO lr'I' IO in...-c 1h., oU rcq-cd docurnentt ore"'.,....,.. _ 
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Degrees1 o 
Degtee or no degree? That is the question . 
Howard, like many other universfties, 
appreciates advanced academic degrees and, 
in many cases, requires them for staff pro-
motions, tenure and contract renewal. Doc-
toral degrees are more than 
accomplishments~they are status symbols in 
the academic world . But what do they really 
mean? They mean prestige for an institution, 
attainment or maintenance of accreditation 
for its programs, and certification of faculty 
achievement . 
Many of the schools and colleges at Ho-
ward seem to be obsessed with the business of 
obtaining and sporting Ph.Os. As a result , the 
University is plagued with too much of a good 
thing . The Ph . D has become as muctl of a 
stumbling block to some instructors as it has a 
. ., 
stepping stone for others. Just as the acqu1s1-
tion of an academic degree does not guarantee 
good professors, the absence of one does n~t 
· guarantee good professors, the absence of one 
does not imply a lack of qualification. While 
an advanced degree in a given field can prove 
a helpful tool to some peofessors, more often 
than not, it is nOn-essential to their perform-
ance . The fixation on academic degrees, has 
resulted in the loss of valuable faculty mem-
bers . Even worSe , we have managed to retain 
some of our biggest faculty zeroes. In-
competence, buttressed by public.ation of arti-
cles in professional journals; justified by 
culty 
often esoteric dissertations, and followed by 
an alphabet of degiees, has become employ-
ment insurance for weak, ineffective in-
• 
structors . · 
Often, non-tenured professors, fully occu-
pied with lecturing and supplemental instruc-
tion, feel that they cannot simultaneously 
· earn a doctorate ·degree and teach effectively. 
In an effort to devote their undivided energy 
and attention to their students, they end up 
untenured, unappreciated and unemployed. 
Recently, many students have expressed 
their opposition to the non-renewal of Dr. 
Sharon Banks' contract. Banks, a pOlitical 
science lecturer whose contract has been re-
newed for ten years on an annual basis, enjoys 
popularity as a prelaw advisor and instructor. 
The refusal of the political science depart-
ment to retain her because she lacks a Ph.D 
(she has a J .D.) is viewed by some as an 
ill-calculated move . Banks, however, is not 
the only teacher affected by the short-sigb!ed, 
vigorously enforced policy . Each year, con-
tract and t~nure decisions are based on the 
same criterion . • 
The University should e~ploy far more 
discretion in the administration and enforce-
ment of the Ph .D requirement to prevent the 
needless drain of its own resources. The 
requirement is a'powerful weapon , designed 
to promote research and maintain academic 
excellence. Let's not tum this weapon on 
ourselves. 
\Anti-~partheid strategy 
The South African Embassy has been the 
recent site of daily demonstrations and ar-
rests. Black congressmen and politcal ac-
tivists have formed a group called the F5e'e 
South Africa Movement, and have called 
for community support, as well as student 
support, to help make a change· in the U.S. 
policy toward South Africa. • 
D.C. Delegllje Walt'er, Fauntroy, Mary 
Be.rry, member pf the U.S. Commission on 
Civil Right s, Charles Hayes (D., Ill.), 
Joseph Lowery of SCLC, l,{andall Robin-
son, executive director of· Tra11sAfrica, 
John Conyers (D .. Mich.), Ron Dellums (D., 
Calif.) and Hilda Mason, D.C: Coun-
cilwoman were arrested at the embassy 
since last Wednesday. , 
Fauntroy and group organizers have call-
ed for the immediate release of 13 jailed 
labor leaders, as well as Nelson Mandella, 
who have been imprisoned in South Africa 
for over 20 years. 
Fauntroy also said that there will be daily 
demonstrations at the embassy · protesting 
The .politics 
It has been called the wors1 famine to hit 
Africa. Drought has spread across Africa, 
leaving the land parched and the people 
starving. As many as 5001000 have already died, and an additional mtllion will perish if 
a solution is not found. Immediate food is 
necessary, as well as a solution to make 
Africa self-sufficient. 
Famines are usually caused by natural 
disasters; however, famine experts are in-
sisting that famines can be predicted. If this 
is true, then the famine in Africa should 
not have caught everyone by surprise. 
Prime Minisier Mengisutu Haile Mariam of 
Ethiopia 'was warned of the impending 
disaster, but Miriam chose to concentrate 
more on boosting military technology 
rather than developing agriculture. 
What was Miriam thinking when he 
spent $200 million on a party to celebrate 
the anniversary of Ethiopia's revolution, 
when millions of his people were starving? 
Are politics more important than lives? 
· The United States' reserve grain stock, 
which was created for emergencies such as 
the African crisis, has remained untouched. 
CQuld this be because the two most hardest 
hit countries, Ethiopia and Mozambique, 
are Marxist/ Communist and that U.S. of-
ficials have a severe aversion to Com-
munism? Obviously the U.S. feels that dif-
• 
apartheid until a change is made. It has 
become clear that the Reagan administra-
tion's policy of ''constructive engagement'' 
is a cover for their outright support and 
, 
agreement with apartheid. For Blacks in 
America to let the atrocities occurring every 
day in SOuth Africa to continue without 
taking a stand would be appalling. 
As in the 1960s, students are taking an 
active role in protesting the injustices in 
South Africa. On Saturday, Dec.I, HUSA 
will hold ·a campus rally to· show solidarity 
with the brothers .and sisters in South 
Africa. Speakers at the rally will be Ran-
dall Robinson, Walter Fauntroy, Dessima 
Williams and the Rev. Willie Wilson. 
These demonstrations against the South 
African government are a form of direct 
protest and a warning for the U.S. govern-
ment to change its policies or deal with 
unrest and civil disobedience from black 
congressmen, political activists, · and 
students. 
• 
fering political ideologies are a cause to let 
people needlessly die. 
American relief agencies, such as the 
Association for International Development 
(AID) and the United Nations Disaster 
Relief Organization (UNDRO), have put 
politics aside and spearheaded the drive to 
aid Africa. The Reagan administration, 
which came under criticism for its reluc-
tance to aid the famine victims, has since 
approved $45 million in aid for Africa. 
This aid is a gracious gesture by the 
United States, but will make Africa·increas-
ingly dependent on western aid and in-
terference. African leaders should accept 
the assistance, but should strive to make 
their people independent and self-
sufficient. The leaders of these Afri_can 
countries should be held accountable and 
' ' responsible for the development and 
maintenance of their countries. Many 
African leaders have squandered national 
wealth, mismanaged monies, and ' jostled 
with each . other for personal power and 
gain. The result is the current famine in 
Africa. Many of Africa's pains are self-
inf!icted. If its leaders were more·commit-
ted to helping their people and not com-
peting with the West, millions more 
Africans would be alive today. 
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Letters to the Editor , . . 
citing agenda of very 1nfonnat1ve and \ . 
B k • h • d inspiring seminars, workshops and " an S e IlllSSe thelike"'.ereofferedtotheentireHo- . 
Who is getting the short ·end of 1he 
stick, anyway? As usua\ ... the 
studen1s'. For those of us for1unate 
enough to have encOuntered Pro-
fessor Sharon Banks, of the Political 
Science Depan111en1, the potential loss 
of her services due to the administra-
tion's standardization policy begs the 
question, ''Should the standization 
process be flexible enough to incor-
porate persons with different areas of 
expertise?'' · 
Who is this person everyone loves 
to fear anyway? The talk on campus 
is that she is one of the meanest, 
scariest, ~ost lovable, caring and sen-
sitive persons you could ever hope to 
meet . She is everything you would 
love to hate in an academic setting. 
A giant of a woman, Banks has 
prepared many students for law 
school through her rigorous class cur-
riculllm in Constitutional Law 1 and 
II, Law and Politics of Poverty and 
Administrative Law. ln addition, she 
is the prelaw advisor, and in my opi-
nion, she approac.hes this job with the 
same tenacity and vigor as she teaches 
her courses. · 
So, why is the hews of her leaving 
the University blowing over quietIY? 
It must be that ugly cloud of student 
apachy raising its head again . As the 
old cliche goes, ''You never miss a 
good thi!'ig Wltil it is gone." So •. who 
is getting the short end of the .stick 
anyway? As usual .... the students. 
Clarence Walterson 
Senior, Political Science 
As a student of Sharon Banks and a 
prospective law student, I was outrag-
ed to learn that her contract is not be-
ing renewed for 1985-1986. I feel that 
her expertise in government as well as 
in the process of law school admission 
is a great contribution 10 Howard 
University, and if taken, many 
students, especially prelaw s1 udents, 
will be deprived of a realistic ap. 
proach to understanding the inner 
workings of the legal system. 
I do not question the legality of the 
non-renewal, but the judgment exer-
cised in not renewing the contract 
because she does not have a Ph.D. in 
political science. I do not see how the 
requirements will make a difference in 
' the knowledge we, the students, are 
already receiving from her, but I do 
realize that society is obsessed with 
appearances. . • 
In sum, what pefson with Banks' 
credentials would replace her in the 
political science department of 
Howard University? In my discretion, 
no one would. Thus, her lea,1ing is a 
great loss to the-''Mecca.'' 
Lisa Ables 
Senior, Anthropology 
Once again, Howard University ha.5 
proven how ignorant it is of the 
needs, feelings_ and attitudes of the 
students who attend Howard . ...: The 
fact that Sharon Banks' contract was ' 
ward Un1vers1ty community. 
not renewed this yedr is a prime exam- Our emphasis was on the future . 
pie of the fa~ul~y's lack of conJidera- the period between tomorrow and 
tion. the y·ear 2000. Our theme was 
I am aware that the move is a legal ·~.wareness: Tue Key To The Fu-
one; however, I do believe that alter- rufe ... It was our intention to project 
native measures could have been ex- the impact that the future will have 
plored before the decision was made upon our careers. . 
not to ren~w the contract . Guest lee- Noted professionals from vanous 
turer appo~ntments ar~ made on an Walks of life gave of their time to 
annual bas1~. If ~ks perfo~mance share their experiences and expertise 
h~ not declined since last year s r~p. . th all those who had desire to be-
po1ntment, I see no reason, ostensible wt 
or otherwise, for the non-renewal of come aware . 
her contract. Upon reflecting on the week of 
Obviously, the political science activity and the several weeks of 
department is apathetic to the scope preparation, I am assured that the re-
and 1nagnilude of Banks' contribu- suits more than justified the effort . I 
tion lo UniverSity stu.dents. No other continue to be impressed by the 
instructor in the department took it willingness of our alumni and other 
upon himself to organize incoming corporate friends to give of their time 
law material and make it available to and energies to Howard students, and 
all students interested. in law or the stress the importance of a more suf-
field of political science. ficiently structured communications 
Those students who attend Howard system on the campus of Howard 
in the aftermath of Banks' reign will University . 
never know the degree 6f loss felt by I therefore take this opportunity to 
the remaining students whO interacted express our gratitUde to thoSe mem-
with her. There will be other law ad- bers of the University and bu.siness 
visors and political science lecturers, community who contributed to the 
but there will never be anoiher Sharon project and encourage the partici-
Banks. pant~ to individually explore the 
Cheryl L. Cheatu1,1 
Public Relations 
• issues unfolded in the sessions. The 
support of Mr. Canington Davis, in-
structor of marketing in our business 
school, Ms. Helen Kinard, member 
of the D.C. Howard Alumni Chapter, Business Week along with the many "special" stu-
dents across our campus is gratefully 
big success appreciated. In addition, a special note of thanks is extended to Dr. Carl 
Anderson, vice president of student 
affairs, who personally supported 
As most of you know, the School each activity from the opening break.-
of Business and Public· Administra- fast to the closing banquet. 
lion Student Council proudly pre- Channon L. Willis, ,"< · 
sented its Eighth Annual Business Vice President 
Week Conference during the week of SBPA Student Co~hcil & 
Tuesday, November 13 through Fri- Business Week Coordinator 
day, November 16. This year, an eX- _ ..i 
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How do you deal with stress 
during exams? . • 
StepUai< D. Howard 
Accounting 
-Chlali!o, DJ. 
Karen R. Winder 
Accounting 
:;:Giior 
1imore1 Md. 
' 
Stress is spmething we all have to 
deal with, especially during the final 
period·. · 
Steven- Ponder 
FJectrical Engineering 
Senior 
Milpitas, Calif. 
~ 
I try 1& .take a tOw-key approach 
towards~ finals. I know what to ex-
pect: however, if the pressure 
becomes excessive, 1 usually do sorrie 
vigorous exercising, or just make a 
rapid change from my immediate en-
vironment until I feel refreshed or 
more relaxed. · 
Vikki Denice Miller 
Freshman 
Marketing 
Gary, Indiana 
• 
• 
Being a freshman, the stfess of finals 
is more than what I had anticipated. 
However, I've learned that the only 
• 
solution is to relax and try to do the 
bes1 I can. · 
-
Renne Johnson 
• Marketing 
Senior 
Washington, D.c·. 
In dealing with stress, which I have 
found to be both a physical and 
psychological strain of an' individual , 
I have found that over the last four 
years it's been most beneficia1 to 
make a schedule-and keep it, so that 
you can have the best possible time 
management . Above all, remember to 
exercise, find some recreation, and go 
into the finals confident- you've done 
your best. 
Jeffrey L. Daniels 
Business Marketing 
Senior 
Chicago, DI. 
· First, I relax by visiting friends, 
partying, or watching television. Se-
cond, 1· study each course the best that 
The final period is always a st.ressful 
point in time for most students, 
especially me. I deal wi1h stress during 
this period by, first of all, having a 
drink or two to celebrate the end of 
classes. I try 10 keep ~ cool perspective 
in regard to my classes. I ~ry not to 
become 'too pressed', because 
nothing is worth me losing my sani-
ty. I-have learned 1hat it is best to start 
studying early to avoid cramming, 
But most of all, J believe in m_yself 
and my ability to overcome whatever 
obstacles that may be 1hrown into m)' 
path, such as final examinations. 
I cope "11h my stess during this 
time by exercising. Exercising helps 
me to relax and relieve my mind and 
body of those little extra-added ten-
_sions. In addi1ion to exercising, I try 
to keep the faith , use time manage-
ment, and have a little fun at the last 
day of classes. All work and no play is 
nbt the antidote to-coping with st ress. Speak Out photography' 
I can·. I try to really study the course, 
as weJJ .as all of the material associated 
with the course. 'Then, I might meet 
with ~ group of students that are . 
deliberating over the material, too. 
This will help ease the tension between 
the last day ·of class and ·the actual 
final. After the final, I wait for Fri-
day, then I try to find the nearest bar 
with a ''happy h0ur. Seriously, I 
believF that one must attempt to 
release this stress, maybe by running, 
exercising, or what~ver mechanisms 
one is comfortable with . h Marvin L. Edwards. • • 
• 
' 
STUDENTS 
. I 
The following electives are offered in the 
Spring Semester by the Department of City and 
Regional Plann.ing: 
• 
. . . \ 
Technical Writing (356-601) 
• 
Urban and Regional Land Economics (356-630) 
Urban Land Development (356-716) 
Advanced Development Planning (356-734) 
for further information contact the Department of City and Regional Planning, Room 128, 
School of Architecture and Planning (636·7422). 
, 
• 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
. America spends $75 
~illion annually on post-secondary education, and Sallie Mae is the 
major source of education credit for students and families. We are 
currently seeking individuals for the following career opportunities: 
BENEFITS ACCOUNTANT 
Four years of accounting experience in an accounting operations environment and a working knowledge 
of automated general ledger syst~f!'1~ and IBM Personal Computer. Duties include maintaining the Thrift 
and Savings Plan comµuter data ~ automated general ledgers and preparing programming changes to 
the P.C. ' 
UNDERWRITING REPRESENTATIVE 
~ Two years experience in finance, accounting or banking with an undergraduate degree in business or 
finance. The position req~ires strong analytical , organizational and interpersonal skills for the 
coordination/administration of program settlement activities in a high volume environment. 
COMPUTER OPERATOR 
Two years IBM 4341 /3083 operations experience using 05/MVS, JES 3, VT AM, TSO and CICS ej;;perience, 
a plus. Position is at our Herndon, Virginia location . 
• 
., 
We offer a liberal benefits package that inlcudes a 100% tui~i~n 
.· reimbursement program, and attractive starting salaries that will be 
com111ensurate with one's experience. For consideration send your 
• 
resu111e including salary history to Human Resources Dept. at: 
SALLIE MAE 
Student Loan Marketing Association 
I°'° 1bomas Jefferson Street, N.W. 
_....:;W;.:u:::hi , D.C. 20007 , s Ooly 
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AL-l CARIBBEAN • 
.. 
DESTINATION 
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,llCI AQtigua 
I St. Croix 
Doolinidm Rtpublle ARUBA Haili 
' . . 
WE.ALSO HAVE SPECIALS TO EUROPE, AFRICA, 
• 
SOUTH AMERICA AND CONTINENTIAL U.S. · 
• 
FOR FURTHER INFO. CONTACT: ORNEAL MURRAINE 
j . 
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Prison . from page J 
ress began to flourish when, in just a 
few weeks, his handwriting and spel l-
ing improved dramatically, accord-
ing to his instructor . 
Judy Lyori.S , Education Coordina-
tor for the Acaden1ic School at Lor-
ton, calle~ Mule the ; ·spel ling star· 
of his reading class. and as eight other 
classmates gathered in a small room 
listened as Mule phonetically recited 
the lpelling of words like ··appear ' 
and ·'company.·· Mule protested that 
it was a tough decision for him to 
sacrifice watching television. adding 
that he recognized the importance of 
completing hi s homew.ork, which 
consisted of rewriting a list of 20 
words . ''I missed my movie last night 
because of all this here homework ." 
he said jokingly . 
Of the six facilities which house 
inmates. Central holds the largest 
prison population . containing 11 76' 
men, according tQ correction statis -
tics . Surprisingly •. the reading scores 
for the majority of men who recently 
entered Lorton 'stands at a record high 
of grade 9.0. while the national aver-
age for inmates remains at the six.th-
grade reading level . according to 
Lyons. 
On occasion. Doris Moses . 
coordinator of volunlt::er servjces for 
educational services at Lorton. tours 
guests visiling the pnson 's edUcation-
al progra1ns She was recently hired 
by the D.C. Department of Correc-
tions in March along with 200 other 
employees. In response to conlplaint!<I 
by many critics of Lorton"s effo11s . 
~' I have the best trade program in this 
institution, " he boasted. ''If an em-
ployer hires a man to lay brick ... 
she regrets that in the past. rehabilita- more than likely he will accept an 
tion progran1s have been inadequate. ex-inmate.'' Newton, a 17-year vet-
Because of the inadequacies, she eran at Lorton , instructs a class of 10 
said, ·'the residents did not take ad- students on how to build items such as 
vanlage of it,·· she said .. 'chirrineys. barbeque· pits and steps . 
Lonon's newly-fonned program, · An adjunct to ''Second Chances'' 
'· Second Cl1ances for ln1proved · is the Lorton Prison College Program· 
Educat1011 and Job Preparedness," is (LPCP) which operates in liaison 
designed to ··prepare residents of the with the University of the District of 
District of Columbia correctional in- Columbia, whereby res idents with a 
stitutions for 1nore meaningful lives high school diploma or GED certifi-
in the institution as well as upon their cate can enter the program at the 
release," as stated in a pamphlet appro.val of Lorton officials. 
issued by the Department of Correc- ''Courses for the GED are given on an 
tions . In one month, 682 students open-Cntry/open-ex.it basis so resi-
were.enrolled in the new instructional dents can enroll at any time during 
program. the pamphlet i ndicated. their stay," Moses added . 
Currently. there are nine appren- In hopes of improVing residential 
ticeships at Lorton . They consist of life ;µid security conditions at the pris-
certified programs jn carpentry. sta- on, which as of Nov . housed a total of 
tionary engineering. landscape and 3456 inmates, the D.C. government 
gardening. plumbing. culinary arts. allocated $22.3 million of its 1984 
dental technology. electricity. up- budget for capital improvemen~s, 
holstery and barbering. which take salaries and other costs . Moses said 
about three to four years to complete . that $3 million of that amount was 
For those serving shorter pri son sen- earmarked to expand its educational 
tences. there are pre-apprenticeships programs to include a new school 
in masonry and bricklaying. barber- building for youths aged 16 to 26. in 
ing. painting and decorating and up- addition to a ' • m ode I · · 
holstery. designed to afford residents undergraduate-level program. 
with enough skill s to enter appren- More recently. Sen . Arlen Spector 
ticeships once they leave the facility , (R .. Pa.). who is chairman of the 
a prison spokesman said . D.C . Appropriations Subcommittee . 
En1eri11g a roon1 in what appearea ex.tended funding for the pilot proj 
t6 be an abandoned warehouse with ect. which was ex.haus1ed at lhe close 
ashened brick wall s and sooted win- of fiscal year 1984 . Spector has plan!<I 
dow!<I . Bruce Newton. ins1ructor for to use Lorton" s procedures nation-
the 111asonry/bricklaying program . wide as a model which can be applied 
stood before a wais1-high concrete to reconstruct educational prograr11~ 
" 'all 10 di.;;cuss 1he art of bricklaying . for inmates at federal pri s,1ns. accord-
• 
EAGLE BARBER SHOP 
Five courteous barbers Ip serve you! 
2800 Georgia Ave., N.W. 
OPEN 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
TUESDAY-SA TU RDA Y 
Phone 745-9159 
' 
• 
Arthur Simpkins 
Master Barber 
, 
R. 0 . Dixon 
Master Barber 
lames E. Neal 
Master Barber 
Ernie Myers 
Master Barber 
• 
Leon E. Spratt 
Master Barber 
9.a.m.-6:30 p.m. 
Parsons 
School 
of Design . 
Special Summer Programs 
France . 
Italy 
Japan 
• 
• 
• 
West Africa 
Lake Placid 
New York City '' 
• 
International programs otter c;ourses including 
painting ! drawing , printmaking', fashion, pho-
tography, decorative arts .-archilectural history 
art history . ceramics . fibers , metals , surface 
design and papermak1ng . Undergraduate 
and graduate credit is available to qualified 
students . For mor.e 1nformat1on. maifthe · 
coupon below or call the Office of Special 
Programs: (212) 741-8975. 
Parsons School of Design 
Office of Special Programs 
66 Fifth Avenue 
New York. NY 10011 
• 
. 
• 
Please send me a brochure on Parsons Special Summer 
Programs: 
, 
Name _______ ~--------~ 
Address ------------
City _______ _____ - -· 
State ________ __, ip __ _ 
I am a D college student 
0 teacher 
• 
' 
' 
There 's a sizable 11eu • arrival 
on campus. Miller High Life's' 
32 oz. quart ca11. Ou11ce for ounf:_e~ 
it's got more of that san1e great ~ 
Miller H1g/1 Life taste. 
\ 
• 
., 
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ing to Moses . So far. ''Noone has put 
together a complete'e'ducation system 
enabling residents to earn an associ-
ate degree while inside prison 
walls. " Moses said. 
In July, the progran1 graduated 
seven residents~ according to Lyons. 
Incentives us~d to increase enroll -
ment include monetary awards to the 
top three high scorers : The money is 
applied to their canteen accounts so 
they can purchase food and persol)al 
items through th ~ commi ssary, 
according to one official. 'Residents 
also enroll in programs to upgrade 
their records as their tenn nears ex-
piration,'' said Lyons, adding that 
when evaluating inmates prior 10 their 
release, the parole board looks for 
completed programs by residents, ·· 
she said . 
Denise Kinlaw . the program's 
project dire·ctor, said from her UDC 
office that 10 professors from UDC, 
in addition to four pr_ofessors from 
Howard ;;i.nd eight degiee-holding in-
structors, teach at the facility on a 
volunteer basis. 
This year marked the onset of pro-
viding Lorton's UDC graduates the 
luxury of wearing caps and gowns in a 
ceren1ony held at the prison . ··we 
had a hard time" getting them 10 take 
off the robes," Lyons said. Robert 
Green . president of UDC. addressed 
the student bod)' during co1nn1ence-
ment while rep-resentati\'es fron1 !he 
nlayor "s office. police department 
a11d.White House attended . accordin~ 
t" Kinlav.. 
Resident Dex1er A Forhes. chair-
1na11 of {he progrjln1 's S1udenr Gov-
en1n1ent Asscx:iation said hi:-; organ i-
, 
• 
zation works ''as a by-product of munity . Although 10 percent of its -....S 
UDC's Student Government pro- listeners ate white, the station obtains 
gram . ' ' Forbes said tltat Lorton's knowledge of what the audience 
, student-affairs group was allocated wants lhrough letters,, ratings and 
$1400 of its parent's budget this year telephone calls. - · 
in order to run its programs. Of sever- Laverne. Jackson, station manager 
al activities offered _to students in- for WUST-AM, said the station is 
elude a Distinguished LecftWe Series, unique in its programming. ''We gear 
which features guest spea'.Kers who our program specifically to the com- . 
talk with students about various munit y of ~lack churches. We feature 
over 80 ministers from the area on our 
aspects of their professions, he said. 
. . show, and this is more than any other 
Moreover, his staff supplies tutors for gos I station d .. 
. d h . . dd" pe aroun . ~es1 ents ~pon t eir _request ln a it+ ''WEBB-FM considers itself to be 
( 
ion to ~ct1ng as arbt,lers when prob- · the leadership of the community. We , 
lems anse between the faculty and the are more aware of the problems and 1 
students . needs or the community and are corF'· 
A major complaint by Forbes was stantly trying to address more pro--
the Jack of reading materials for resi - blems, '' said Dorothy Brunson, presi-
dents to supplement their studies. As dent or Brunson Broadcasting Cor-
it stands , the law library, which is poration and spokesperson for the .t. 
supplied to all prisons by mandate of Baltimore-based station . 
the courts. is the only reference room ''The Station also promotes black 
at Lorton, and it is primarily used by events happening in the city such as 
residents to assist with legal answers Jubilee Day, which is the day the 
for their cases, he said. 'Emancipation Proclamation was signT 
• 
Station from page 2 
ville, Va. was the only station to 
report a decrease in staff. The other 
stations reported no changes. 
Spokespersons for the majorit y of 
the s1ations surveyed said they gear 
their programming toward the black 
co1nmunity. 
~d. This is a festive .day for the people . 
of Baltimore and WEBB-FM helps 
the community achieve its goals,'' 
Brunson said. 
• 
Contrib111i11g to this story .were: 
Desiree F. Hicks. DeAndrea McKin-
11e.11. Ki111 Ogletree, Marion C. Pierce, 
Joan Turner and Sheri Wilson 
A \VYCB-AM spokesperso11 said ~ 
that 1he stat ion meets t?e demands PCP f 
and nee~!-; of blatk listeneis in the area · rom page 3 
but that der~gulati on was not a fac- takes them out." 
tor . Grady added that weekend abusers 
Ta~' l<•1 . of ~HUR-FM said its often go on binges, and consuffie so 
tar~ct al1 cl1e11ce 1s alsc) the black cotn- much heroin 1hat they never recover. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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ILLUSION 
IIAIR STUI lIO 
• 
7709 Georgia Avenue, 
• 
.. 
, 
• 
, 
• 
Washington, DC 
(202) 726-6538 
''WHERE ILLUSIONS 
BECOME REALITY'' 
1·SA VE OVER 250/o DURING 
OUR HOLIDAY SPECIAL! 
' 
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• 
. 
'· 
- Shampoo, blow dry, curl and cut 828 
- Relaxer, touch-up, conditioner and 
cut and style 840 
J 
- 'Relaxer, touch-up, highlight, 
conditioning 
' / color and style and cut 850 
/
1 PRICES onum Wl'IB TBl8 AD ONLY!!! 
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YOUNG LADIES TO HA YE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS 
AT THE Cornrows & Co. TRAINIAG INSTITUTE. 
• 5401 · FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W. 
. WASHINGTON'S ONLY PROFESSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING 
' SALON, TRAINING CENTER AND BOTIQUE. 
• 
All Styles are pre-selected and all students are monitored by 
· Licensed Professional BraiderJ. -· 
I 
• 
• $45.00; includes.extentions. VISA • MASTERCARD • CHOICE 
• Honor~d . Sor~y no Checks. Call 723-1827 and make your ( 
appointment today! 
Faculty, Staff & Administration-Welcome 
Cornrow, a C._ -
. 
5401 ·FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W. 
(Corner of Jefferson) ' 
•• -: 723-1827 
·. 
* ANNOUNCES * 
The continuation of·the $1.00 Dollar 
Record Sale 
SELL US YOUR OLD LP'S AND TAPES 
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'Brother' with a message 
By Garry G. Deruiy 
H>lhop Sl.lff Wrila" 
gins to observe and define the types of 
enslavemenl suffered by Blacks in 
Following in the ~footsteps of his Harlen1-poverty, injustice, dis-
early triumphs. ·'Lianna·· and ''Re- respCct and the ever-present, ultimate 
tum of the Secaucus Seven,'' in- prison, drugs . 
de~ndent fi!mmaker John Sayles has , While being pursued by white in-
once again molded a little bit of tergalactic bounty hunters whose 
screen magic . mission is to take him home. The 
Jen1 t;iar, and spewing classiC ultra-
liberal remarks about the pity and 
uselessness of racism. 
Perhaps The Brother does better his 
plight by escaping to Earth. but he 
soon faces the same plight again just 
dit.ferenl scenery. 
Direclor-writer John Sayles should 
In ·'The Brother From Another 
Planet ... the inconsistencies of life 
are subliminally focused upon as the 
title character experiences not only 
New York City. but liuman frailities 
as well. Joe Morton, an actor from 
TV's "·Another World." plays The 
Brother who crash-lands on Ellis ls-
lai1d. and proceeds to explore the Big 
Apple after pitching camp in Harlem. 
~ Mule and oddly dressed for his sur-
rou11dings. The BrothCr finds friends 
in a local bar where the patrons evoke 
in1ages of NBC's ''Cheers''--only 
ten ti111es funnier and more believ-
able . 
AT lrltilt lfLll1Cl\S 
Amidst speculation of The Broth-
erS disposition, one of the barS reg-
ular vjsitors offers him a shot of whis-
ky. After The Brother nearly chokes 
on one sip and refuses the rest. the 
regular declares. ··1 knew it . He' s 
crazy!'' This is just one of the golden 
scenes which manage to inject humor 
while the main focus remains serious . 
Rooted deeply within this 
seen1ingly simple story is a more 
complex rheme. As an escaped slave 
fron1 his own planet. The Brother be-
Brother sets out on a hunt of his own . 
After witnessing the overdose death 
of a 10-yer-old boy in a vaca!11 lot and 
experiencing drugs himself. The 
Brother begins tracing the drugs from 
the dead boy to the ultimate source. 
At this point. a gut-Y.·renching para-
dox is artfully dra\\•n between the 
poor Black. Harlem-trapped users 
and the rich white executive with an 
office on Broadway. who Solves" 
''cash flow'' prOblen1s by supplying 
cocaine and heroin . 
• Throughout ·'The . Brother Fro111 
Another Planet. " the core. as in all of 
Sayles·s films. is one of lost souls: 
from The Brother in a different world . 
to a once-great singer searching for 
fading approval , twb lost white boys 
who end up gening drunk in the Har-
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be given special praise for bringing 
this poignant story to the screen . 
Although his background is white. 
middleclass, Sayles does a corii-
n1endable job of relaying and 
vist1a\izi_ng 1he minority concerns of 
our age . Joe Morgan should also be 
pr:iised for imparting t·eelings and 
attitudes 1t1at many of Hollywood·s 
top stars could not with I 00 pages of 
dialogue. 
Beyond a shadow of a d<)Ubt . ·'The 
Bro1her Frorn Another Planet·· is a 
MUST SEE. Enjoy the subtle hun1or. 
,.reval in the arti stry. but never lose 
sigh! of the message. 
Due to the independen1 distribution 
of this fil111. a great nun1ber of Ho-
- ward stude111s should attempt to see ii 
before the holidays. It is presently 
sho\ving at the Key Theater in 
Georgetown . Call 333 -5100 for 
showtin1es . 
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Joe ~1 ort o11 as 'Tl1c Bro1t1c r r·ro r11 ,\ 1101l1cr l'!anct.' 
Funksters offer 'Escape' 
• 
By Bernie Price 
----
Hurling dancers into the world of 
funk, the group Whodini is back with 
the aJbum ''Escape'' . 
. The same group that gave list-eners 
such hits as ''Haunted House'' and 
''Magic Wand'' has produced album 
sure to weaken the knees of the 
strongest • 'partyer. •• 
''Five Minutes of Funk'' is the first 
chart-busting hit fiom the album. The 
song begins with an errie organ ac-
companied by electronic hand claps. 
As a heavy bass thumps out the har-
mony, ari electronic voice tells the 
listener how much time is left in the 
song. 
Drums hold the foundation of the 
song ''Friends''. The second hit from 
1he ·album gives sound advice to 
listeners about forming relationships. 
While bells float in and out of -the 
song, a syiithesised bass flins with the 
feet of the listener. This song finds its 
way into the mind as well as into the 
body. 
In the style of New York "street 
music, " the song ''Big Mouth'' 
gives a good lesson to listeners abmtl_ 
gossiping. Armed with only thC 
r_hytl_tm of the drum, the rapper yells, 
wheezes and bellows his message tq_ 
the world. 
''EscaJle!, '' the title tune, begins 
with a cowbell loudly played above a 
wicked syntlfesisier harmony. Yes, 
wicked. This fast-paced number 
moves at warp speed as a breathless 
rap 8.bout leaving the city surges for· 
ward. 
The instrumental song, j 'Out of 
Control'', uses · a thick electronic 
drum to give this number iii sinister 
tone. A synthesisied orchestra and 
bass add to the demonic sound pro-
ducing a song which smells a little like 
''Haunted House.'' The background 
is filled with ever sound from bat 
yelps to booming laughs aka Vincent 
Prince: Even the song.stopping line, 
' 
''Which way are you going to run so I 
don't run over you," from ''Haunted 
House is used. However, it is "still a 
rather good song, regardless of the 
memicry. 
''We Are Whodini'' is a somewhat 
boring and repetitive song. Futuristic 
synthesisziers mend a harmonious 
web while the bass carries the melOdy. 
A synthesikzied voice repeats over an 
over and over again, ''We are 
Whod.ini. ''The song.seems to drag on 
and on, leaving one tol wonder if the 
- . . 
engineer fell asleep during the recor· 
ding. Granted, the song does have a 
nice beat, but listening for too long 
could cause brain damage. 
For a dance album, the song is very 
good. The songs have for good beats 
and sounds. ''Five Minutes.of Funk'' 
and ''Frie11ds'' are just down right 
greedy. Both numbers seem to 
magically move the body, .causing the 
listener to jump, skip, hop or jiggle to 
the beat . 
The atbum, which was recorded in 
England, offers a variety of s~ngs for 
dancers that have different beats 
while giving listeners something sub-
stantial to listen to . · 
Whodini has. a new album and it is 
good. One need not gQ mad to buy 
the record. Just buy it and listen to 40 
minutes of funk. 
By Sonya D. Lockett 
lli lhop Staff Wnla" 
''Pretty, Mess,' ' Vanity's first solo 
single, haS been causing a bit of con-
troversy since it hit the airwaves in 
late August . Some love it, some hate 
it. but most are indifferent. 
The album "Wild Animal" can be 
described as a pretty mess . Sur-
prisingly though. not as bad a mess as 
expected . 
"'Wild Animal ' ' was produced, 
written. and partially arranged by 
Yanity.and she continues tradition of 
singing sexually explicit or sex-
related songs that she staned singing 
with her old group, Vanity 6. 
The albun1 begips with a tune enti-
tled ''Flippin' Out ." The song is 
overpowered by heavy synthesizer 
chords. which drown out Vanity's 
scratchy voice . Far fron1 actual sing-
ing. what Vanity accomplishes ls a 
combination of talking to the beat. 
coupled with heavy breathing. and 
assorted oohs and aahs . Not quite 
pleasant li stening. 
Nex.t con1es the commercial hit . 
"Pretty Mess." Although this is not 
an i1nmediate favorite. it manages to 
slowly grow on the li stener . The con-
troversial lyrics are blended with a 
simple beat to make a nice dance 
tune. 
··samuelle '' starts off slowly and 
works its way into an uptempo num-
ber. Interestingly enough, when Van-
ity lowers her voice, it almost sounds 
as if she could actually sing. ''Strap 
on Robbie Baby,' ' another rhythmic 
talking tune, begins with a very hard 
rock beat that relies heavily on drums. 
The album's title tune, ''Wild An-
imal,·· opens with a nice calypso beat 
that remains throughout the song. In 
this tune about a gorilla, Vanity once 
again talks ' more tban she sings . 
Ho"'.ever, the song makes excellent 
use of the rhythm guitar. 
''Mechanical Emotion'' is clearly 
the best cut on the album. With a little 
help from Morris Day, Yanity creates 
a tune that could be the urban contem-
porary hit of the season. Although her 
voice is not at its best, the male voc-
als, provided by Day, make · this a 
great tune . . "Crazy Maybe" is the 
album's closer. Instead of ending 
·with a bang, the album dies with bare-
ly a·whisper. This is a mediocre song 
with lyrics that canqot be understood. 
On the whole, Vanity's first solo 
effort is not bad, but not good. One: 
wonders if she can. perform a . song 
that carries no sexual indulgences. 
Only time, or consumer preference, 
will tell. 
New magazine aims at 
the Modern Black Man • 
Special to The Hilltop 
l1 's been said that there's a maga-
zine for nearly everyone. but until 
now there's been none for a Jong-
neglected group of readers: upwardly 
mobile . profe ss ion:1I black men . 
MBM. the new magazine for Modem 
Black Men . will change all that on 
November 17. when the premier 
issue hits the newsstands. 
_ Drawing on today' s finest writers . 
each issue will feature the latest news 
in fashions. relevant and timely ad-
vice on personal finance and careers, 
in-depth profiles of today's most 
fascinating personalities. and regular 
coverage of health. groon1ing. sports, 
entertainment. and the ans - all the 
areas of interest to the contempoiary 
black nian and his lifestyle. 
·'There is a quantity of black maga-
zines t"or " 'omen, businesses. fami-
lies. entrepreneurs. and polirical en-
• 
thusiasrs.'' says MBM editor and 
publi s..her George C. Pryce. ''but 
none for the fashion and lifestyle-
oriented black men who make up a 
large percen1age of several white · 
con Club. Timothy Hawkins' in-
• depth profile tracks Hines' career 
over a span of 30 years, from Harlem 
to hippiedom to stardom. 
Also featured in the premier issue . 
oriented male publications' reader- . fil f · · A dre 
ship. 1s a pro 1 e o ~o_ncert p1an1st n 
· ''MBM's audience is se lf-aware, ' Watts; a look at life on the set of The 
weli"-educated, and working in a Co~tonC/u~throughtheeyes ?f~even 
skilled trade busine ss or pro- of its beautiful actresses; an intimate 
f · al occup.ation ·· · portrayalofthelifeofMotown'sBil-ession . I D . h "Pri f Rod The nationally -distributed maga- y . a.~'s - t .e . n~e o eo 
zine will be published bi-monthly Dnve ; MB~ .s exclusive Top "!'en 
through September 1985, when it will colle~e baske~ball teams; a prev1_ew 
commence monthly publication . The of th1s·season -s elegant new clothing 
premier issue's initial circulation will · · and ucb more. 
be 100,000. MBM will also be avail- ere are over four million black 
able throughout Canada me tween the ages of 25 and 54,'' 
Profiled in the first issue , and fea- says Pryce, and they comprise the 
tured on its. cover, is actor·dancer ex- most diversified group of black men 
traordinaire Gregory Hines. who is this country has ever known. MBM 
currently starring in the upcoming speaks to their needs and tastes - at 
Francis Ford Coppola filn1 The Cot· last . . 
-
• 
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ristmas • I I I a m11e resents • • 
By Garry G. Denny 
Mer a season of dismal fall movies, it appears that relief is ·on the 
horlzon during the Christmas box office bonanza. lh previOus years, the 
trend has been for only a handful of films to reach what is generally 
te1 rr»ed as. '' full-market potential." Listed below are th~ major films 
scheduled for release during Decemrn:r an~ my picks of the possible 
box-0fftee champs and failures: 
Johnlty Dll~rously. In this spoof of the gangster films of the 
I 930's, Michael Keaton f" Night Shift" and " Mr. Mom .. I stars as a young 
mob bo>S who occasionally finds himself in hot water. Co-stars former 
''Sarurday Night Live·· regular Joe Piscopo. Considering cast and com-
edic f~us!' this will undoubtedly be a huge money-maker. • 
.. -· 
-
Joe Piscopo, Michael Keaton and Marilu Henner i11 'Johnny Dangero11sly.' 
l'lotocol. Goldie Hawn returns to the screen after last spring's 
deservedly disasterous " Swing Shift_" This time around, she plays a 
waitress who. by a stroke of fi
1
/m magic, beComes the chief of protocol for 
the State Department. Chances are Goldie will be as good as gold at the 
nation's theaters. -
ZOfO. Roy Scheider stars in the long-awaited :Sequel to Arthur C. 
Clark 's ''2001: A Space Odyssey.·· Industry sources claim that this time 
around, the story is more understandable and the effects more lavish. 
There 's no doubt that it will make more money than ··2001 ." but I 
wouldn't count on a landslide. 
.....--~~-----: 
T1111Co11on Club. The people involved with this film should consid-
er what magnitude of miracle will recoup their sso million. Just for the 
fun of it, let's pretend that Richard Gere·s performance is outstanding 
and Gregory Hines' dancing is impeccable, coupled with dynamite 
direction from Francis Ford Coppola. Does all of this mean th~t enough 
people will shell out SS a pop to see this trouble-plagued film and turn it 
into a financial success? The outlook: a snoWball 's chance in hell/ 
Joel Ba iley, Eddie Murphy and Art Ki1nbro in ' Beverly Hills Cop." 
B•v•rly Hiii• Cop. Hollywood's answer to their minority-
employment problem, Eddie Murphy, returns in his. latest film for Para-
mount Pictures. Murphy plays a Detroit cop searching for his fiiend 's 
killer in the ever-realistic streets of make-believe world. Folks who saw 
Murphy's last film, ''Best Defense ... should be allowed to see this one 
free - to make up for their cruel suffering. Nonetheless, this is one of the 
best bets for big bucks. 
Tit• Flamingo Kid. Teen-actor and heart throb to millions of 
young girls. it's Matt Dillon in his latest attempt for superstardom. Plays 
a young man coming of age at a Long Island resort in 1963. 'Just might 
make more than a few dollars. 1 
Plnotch/o. Disney's cla>Sic is set for a re-release to take advantage 
of the_ holiday season. Maybe the only film that young children can see. 
. 
r\m~' Irving and Dudley Moore in ;Micki and ~t a11de.' 
Micki and M11ud•. Once again, the insufferably impish Dudley 
Mqore brings his unique comedic talents to the nation 's screens in this 
Blake Edwards' film. Starring alongside Amy INing, Moore plays a man 
whose wife and mistress are t?oth pregnant. Not much box office action 
here. 
He's been chased . thrown through a window. and arrested. 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
Eddie Murphy is a Detroit cop on vocation in Beverly Hills . 
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I 
El.nrlt Boog11/oo /1 Br1111kln' II. Although critics in the white 
press have speculated that this will be a formle>S ftop, don 't let thfir 
tunnel-vision steer you away. This sequel to last summer's ''Breakin'' is 
likely to be veiy entertaining and musically enthralling. Definitely good 
box office Chances in l~rger cities. 
St•rnun. Jeff Bridges plays an alien trekking across the country to· 
rendezvous with his rescue ship. Directed by John f''HalloWeen ''I 
Carpenter. Probably won 't net much cash. 
Jeff Bridges a11c\ K3re11 /\lle11 i11 'St<1 r111an.' 
.City Heat. Megastars Clint Eastwood and Burt Reynolds team-up in 
this cop drama set in 1the J 930's. The outlook is obvious: megast11rs 
equal megabucks. 
Runaway. Small-screen star Tom Selleck once again tries his hand at 
big-screen success. Jn this attempt, he plays a detective in a futuristic · 
setting trying to outwit a maddened criminaJ. After his first two box 
·office bombs. maybe th!ee will be the charme~; or maybe not. 
J::i111es 1~·o x :1r1d Jtid)' J)a\•is i11 ' r\ llassage to India.' 
A Pauag• to Ind/a. Described by Columbia Pictures as an emo-
tional and deeply personal story of love and class struggle in 1928 India. 
' Stars Judy Davis and the incomparable Sir Alec Guinness. A shaky 
dollar-maker at best. 
Sting a11;.l ll:1ul ,\trei(\~s in 'Ou11e.' 
Dune. UnqLiestionably the best bet to be the Christmas box-office 
king. Fantastic special effects will serve as the main focus of Frank 
Herberr·s science-fiction books. However. huge spectacles like this have 
a habit of not living up to their promised potential. My quess: Wait and 
see I 
. 175 
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BUSCH GARDENS 
THE OLD COUNTRY 
America's European then'e park is con-
' ducting audit ior's for danters, singers, 
n1usicia11s, variety artists, actors, 
technicians and supervisors. You could 
be part of the Busch Gardens magic . So 
get your act together and ''Come to 
Life'' .-it our 1985 Auditions. 
Audition Dates: WASHINGTON D.C. 
l({'nnrd~ ({'Ot{' r ior the Performi~g Ar1S 
Opt'rJ Hou!K' StJgr Door 
FridJy, ]JnuJry 4, 1985 
I :0 p.m. -6:00 p.m. - Opt'n Auditions 
1 ! :00 n110n - St.1gr /o.\JnJg('r lnt1•n·irw) 
WILLIAMSBURG, VA 
, Bu>rh GJrden~ 
H.i1ting) Thr.-.1rr 
SJturd,11 Jnd SundJ1 , 1.1nu.-.r1· 1'1,ind20, 1'185 
1'.!:00 · 5:00 p.m. · Oprn Auditions 
11 :00 ,1 .m. · S1Jge /o.\Jnai:rr l nlt•r\· it'Yi ~ 
An fqu• I [mploym<'n1 Oppor1un•ly1An1rm•11' P !U."1•°'] fmployer , ~l/F /I~ 
Men"s Shop 
A. Ji Jeans 
from 
';''39.95 
' 
The Best and Getting Better 
10th & F Sis .. NW • Hechinger Mall • Eastover • Landover Mall 
2% 
Yet that is what the ot11er evening news shows try to do. Not just with the 
Middle F.ast, but with n1aQ.y complex issues. . , 
That's why you should watch The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour every 
weekni&flt on public television. News stories get the time they deserve. 'rhe 
time yo it deserve. . ~ 
You get more facts about a story. You get different sides. Most impo,rtant,' 
you get the analysis you need to µnderstand the issues behiriP- the stories. 
Major fun.ding for The MacNeil/Lel1rer'NewsHour is prov.ided by AT&T, 
tlle natk?nal corporate underwriter. ' 
TheMacNeil/Lehrer NEWSHOUR I 
Weeknights on Public TV 
........... .... ., •• ~ · ... ,, ...... oc - ....... ' ' "'" .... _., -
·-••'''' ,.;._ ,. . ..,,_., ,,_ ... c"° .,,,,,,., • 
• 
• 
The 
Free Pregnancy Testing 
Hospital Back-Up 
All In clusive Fee 
!ST & 2ND 1"Rl~tESTER 1\BO RTIONS 
I l11c!ivic!11a! Co1t11seli11g a11d 
- S11pport 
Women's 
. 
Clinic 
-<;:011fiden tia'I 
Mo11day-F riday 
110 Irving SI. NW 
541-603.7 
8:30-4:30 ~ 0 ~"v0v~ ~J~,. S? 
, 
Stanley H. Kaplan 
The SMART MOVE! 
' PREPARATION FOR: 
GMAT. LSAT. GRE 
• 
MCAT. [),AT 
Coll Doys. E,.nlngo & Weekend• 244-1456 
-fl 
N 
EDUCATIONAl. -
"201 Conri9eltcu;;,-..;;~;::. , ;i.CEN'iiwC:. wii1.;;• .;;7~;;;.,;;;~;;:<n. ol. 
• 
' 
• 
SUPPORT A STUDENT ENTERPRISE 
USED BOOKS BOUGHT 
AT50%0F 
WHOLESALE VALUE 
. . t»"'o t»~'ce.s 
Monday December 10th. Thursday Dec. 13th 
,I 
T.U BOOK SERVICE 
• 
-
MEETINGS , 
, 
There will be a mandatory 
n1eeting for all Chicago aub 
members this Saturday at 6:00 
p.n1. in the Blackbum Forum. 
There will be a genera] meeting 
-· of tl1~ African Student Associa-
tio11 today, Friday, December 1, 
1984, in Room B-2 1 of Douglas 
Hall . Ti111e: 5:00 p.rn. Everyone 
is invited. 
'fhe Gerontological Trairiing ln-
sti!ute Program. Office of the 
Vi1..-e Pr~idf'11t fnr Health Af-
fairs, will hold a Faculty 
De,•e\opn1ent Seminar in the 
Foru111of1he Blackburn Center 
fro111 I :00-4 :30 p .m. on 
Wed11esday, December 5. The 
objL>cti,,es of this seminar are (1) 
to develop faculty awareness 
a11d se11sitivity to the critica1 
need for geriatrics/ gerontology 
1rai11i11g and research in higher 
ed11cation, a11d (2) to explore 
tr:l\ni11g !rends, opportunities 
a11d available resources. 
PRE-SMOKER: Omega Psi Phi 
Frater11it)' , Inc. Kappa Psi 
Chap«er. lnteresled men are in-
' 'ited . It will be on December 8, 
1984. at 7:30 p.111 . on 1231 Har-
\' a rd Street. N .W . Phone : 
544-8022 . ' 
GENER~L 
AllENTl.ON ALL HUMAN 
ECOLOGY STUDENTS- The 
School of Human ECology Stu-
cicnt Co11ncil proudly invites 
yo11 to a Christmas social on 
Dece1nber 6. 1984 from 4:00 
p.1n.·6:00 p.1n. It will be held in 
tl1c Sct100\ of Human Ecology's 
Ii' i11g rornn. Refreshments will 
be served. 
I 
ATrENllON: History Maj<m1 
Enter the Rayford W. Logan 
Essay Contes! . Prize for bqt 
essay is $250.00. Contact: De-
partn1ent of History, at 636-
7039. 
ATrENTION: You are all in~ 
vited to attend the ''Fluid 
Dy11ainics '' Session, where we 
Wi ll investigate the flow 
(" drinkability") of cenain 
beverages. This even1 will be 
h .. 1n in the Math Lo.unge 
(Academic Suppon Building B; 
2nd floor) from 5 p.m.-UntiJ; on 
Friday, November • 30, 1984 
(Spon so red by the Matp. 
Department) . Refreshments will 
be served. 
On F.r'/.y, November 30, the 
Ho't'aYci''University Film Society 
will be showing the film, 
GRENADA ... THE FUTURE 
COMING TOW ARD US, in 
the West Scrt..-ening Room of the 
C. B. Powell Building, third 
floor . The showing will begin at 
7:30 p.m. 
Ubiquity, Inc. would like to 
cordially invite all Howard 
st11dents to participate in our 
Pre-Kwanz.a Program on Satur-
day. December8, !984, from6 
p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Cook Hall 
Lounge. It will be an evening of 
music, educational eplighten-
ment, and entertainment. 
PRINCE TICKETS-Prince 
tickets available for the last 
show . Excellent seats; (6)L tick-
ets . Call Comet anytime on Fri-
day: 967-6658. Last show on 
November 30, 1984. 
ATTENTIO.N! 
A I I ENT!ON! An Evening of 
Class and Sound, presented by 
the · Fresh Four Productions 
Inc . , will take place tonight, 
November 30, at the Lansburg 
Cultural Center (located at 7th 
and E Streets) from 11 :00 p.m. 
until 5:00 a.m. Tickets can be 
obtained by calling 797-1769, 
or636-2667. $3.00 in advance, • 
$4 . 00 at the door . Free be-
• verages . 
• 
PART-TIME: · Temporary 
~. secretarial position available . 
• 
Monday-Friday (9:00 - Noon), 
Near H.U. For more informa-
tion call Mrs. Simsat4'i(}.{;271. 
' I 
• 
• 
• 
. 
FOR SALE: Mazda 808, year 
1976, 4 cyl. Car in good condi-
tion. <>SO or best offer. Call 
Roben: 636-7392 . 
Howard University Department 
of Physical Education and 
Recreation ~nd lntramurals are 
SJX)nsoring their !st Annual Na-
tiona1 Badminton Tournament 
with its ·sister collCges such as 
George Washington University, 
Duke University, George 
Mason, University of 
Maryland, etc . Competition 
starts Friday, November 30, at 
6:00 p .m . and continues thru 
Sunday, December 2, 12:30 
p.m . The location is in tl1eJo\\'er 
level of Burr Gym. There will be 
nationally ranked pla.yers par-
ticipating in this tournament 
like 8th ranked Rick TI1ompso11 
and Eric Bush. It is an ope11 
tournament for the Howard 
University Commounity to par-
ticipate with a $5 .00 fee. For 
further information please con- · 
tact Dr . Joyce Barker at 
636-6688 as soon as possible. 
~E:R\JICE:~ 
WORD PRO CESS IN G 
SERVICES-Available no'v at 
DISCOUNT RA TES plus addi -
tional discount to studen1s \vho 
show 1.D. BOOK REPORTS . 
TERM PAPERS, RESUME. 
THESIS. DISERTA TION. 
PROPOSALS, LEGAL 
DOCUMENTS . and MAN-
USCRIP;J'S . Call 723 - 1421 
now for PROFESSIONAL re-
sults! !! . 
ODELL'S - SUNDAY, 
DECEMBER 23, 1984. Cut 
loose o n your holiday break at 
Baltimore's top 11i.Le-club. For 
information. call 797-1721 . 
Affordable legal services b~' ex-
perien ced in1migra1ion 
specialist , African experise 
(e .g. political asylum. labor cer-
. tifications and student visa). Call 
for free consultaiion. David 
Garfield, (w) 483-0053 or (h) 
362-1889. 
WANTE:D 
Wanted: rommate to share 2-
bedroom apartment- in Silver 
Spring, 2 blocks from metro 
station. $250/ month inclt1ding 
all ~tilities, D/ W. and pool . No 
security deposit needed . Call : 
589-3235. 
PE:R~ONAL' 
HAPPY AJ..iNtVERSARY to 
the MOST NOBLE LORDS of 
Beta Chapter ALPHA PHI 
ALPHA Fratern.ity , Inc. n1 ay 
you continue to uphold high 
academic standards, brother-
hood and community service . 
Love, The Most Graciou s~ Lad-
ies of Alpha Chapter. Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority , Inc . 
SKEE-WEE! 
To Tracey C., I know our work 
schedules are in conflict bul 
now that classes are over. 
perhaps we can make some' 
time ... Your place or n1ine . 
Love Always, Crispus Attacks 
10e Chicago Club would like to 
thank Club New Jersey for tak-
ing time out to bowl against us. 
Hopefully we can do more 
things together in the future. 
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
THE MOST NOBLE LORDS 
OF ALPHA PHI ALPHA 
FRATERNITY, INC. BETA 
CHAP! ER ON YOI JR 78th , 
ANNIVERS'\R Y. l , 
LOVE, 
YOUR 
SWEETHEART COURT 
HEY BABY ... This one's for 
you-ERIN MAHA EX -
ONARARE. Also known as 
Erin Nettles . Congratulations 
on becoming a member of Delta 
Sigma Pi Fraternity. Your hard 
work finally paid off! We miss-
ed you ... Glad you're back . 
Love Ya, :rony & Susan & Rita 
Erotic Qty, 7-33-A, FLASH! 
' 
DILL TOPIC. 
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• 
First Printing of Christmas Cards by and-for The members of the Com-
munications Student Council 
wish to extend a warm and lov-
ing HAPPY BIRTHDAYl!I As 
treasurer, you are a woman with 
no equal, and as a woman and a 
fiiend, you are irreplaceable. 
. BLACK ·PEOPLE-TEN pen and ink ORIGI-
NAL drawings by New Black Anist All dif-
fe!"nt , all beautiful, all inspired. 1 237 EAST' WEST H 1GHWA V 
s~vER SPRING. MO 2091 0 
To the mos! together group ' of 
men I know, the Alpha Phi 
Alpl1a Fraternity Inc., I would 
like to say congratulations on 
your 78th year of existence, 
Dec. 4, 1984, and may you keep 
on going strong. You all are 
great and I'm glad to be a part 
of· )'Ou. Love Ya! ''A-Sweet'' 
Michele T . 
To My First Sweetie at HU-
Thanks for being so patient and 
understanding. because at this 
point 'thi11gs can't -gei anything , 
bu1 better . I hone that I w111 . 
always be PLEASING, in your, 
eyes.(Ha Ha) Be S\\leet!! LUV 
YA, DARLING. 
To all of my beloved friends. 
Hav e a very MERRY 
CHRISTMAS! Love Locken 
(Clip thi s out . . It 's your Ch~st-
1nas card) . 
· HAPPY 78th ANNIVERSARY 
TO THE MEN OF ALPHA 
PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY, 
INC. BETA CHAPTER. 
The 111en1bers of the Com-
11111nications Student Council 
\\·is l1 to extend a warm and lov-
in~ HAPPY BIRTHDAY to the 
or1e and only Son)·a Denise 
Lockett . As our treasurer.you 
are a woman with no equal. and 
a.'i a friend, you are undoubtedly 
irreplaceable. May this time of 
)'ear co111e aro und for many 
111ore years 10 come. 
• 
Solid .>\s A ROCK!, 6-A-83, 
THF. ENERGIZER! 
Happy 781h A11niversary to the 
Bros. of l_ege11dary Bloody 
Ikea!!! 
"EX.fERMINAl"OR 111" alias 
"A COOL BREEZE FROM 
HELL'' 
Happy Birthda.y, Soflya 
Te11nell! I! May your life be as 
S\.\'eet as you have made n1ine . 
Lo\1e )'OU al'''ays, John. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO 
SUSAN CANNADAY From 
your friends at 7-11 . 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY , AN-
DREA GREER- Hope you 
have a good one! Love Sonya, - ·~~ 
MaT}.·an11e, and Teri . · 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SUSAN 
CANNADAY!!! From your 
suitemates in 490W. Have a 
· great day!!!!! ~ 
0 
Special Thanks to All of those 
who helped out during Club 
New Jefsey's Doughnut Sale--
Vice Prez A.G. 
Dear Sonya: ·I sincerely hope 
that your birthday will ~ a 
happy and joyous tu:.WJ9n. 
Anything I can do to make it 
success is at your command. 
Good Luck, Garry. · 
Happy 20th Birthday, Susan 
Cannaday!!! Have a Good One. 
Pimp. Love, Teddy-Roy. 
HAPPY 20th_ BIRTHQA Y; 
SUSAN CANNADAY!lhope 
that your year will be filled with 
pre-pros. But try to stay away -
from 7-11. Love Sonya 
' 
To Sonya: We, Garry, Ber11ie, 
Lucretia and Donna, wish you a 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY and the 
stamina to live through not only 
this day, but finals as well . 
HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY TO 
LOCKETT IN THE POCKET 
(Dec. 18)! This ·binhday wish 
comes slightly premature. You 
have two weeks to blow out 
your candles. Hope that this 
birthday brings 8-M Man and 
the MAN!!! Love, Susan. 
SF[CIALI 
Ordt:r S stt.5 now an<I 
w,·n stn<I you IM .s•,l ll 
$10.00 
PfR SfT 
set r..:rr: plu.s d r111r:r: '--'" ___ _, 
8\li ~ 11 Print of t~ 
'!Jmwn tyrd Drummtr 
6oy ' Jnd 11/('LL PAY roSTAGE (If HANDLIMGI 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
fAL'S WAY , l~C. 
r .o. 8oA J.50 • rerry r·L Jl34 7 
• 
___ stl5@ $1 0.00PerSet $ __ _ 
Please .ldd SI ~lagt .ind hand li ng ~r S(l S 
_ Ytsl send mt 5 ~ets and ON( rR[[ • 
stl ~nd MY fR[[ l'RlN TI s __ _ 
Total Amoont :-1 .0 . or Cl1e(I\ enllO')(d $ __ _ 
Name -------------
,\ddrtss -~----------
City ____ _ 'i tJte __ .__ lip __ _ 
Romeo. Wonderful things happen to 
those who are God sent. We're ·good· · 
kids! Juliet! 
. 
Thank you, Val Gray and Staff. 
The Delta Beau COun, j 
The Brothers of Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fra1ernity Inc ., Be1a 
Chapter would like to thank 
their Sweetheart Court for a 
successful canned food drive for 
the hungry . 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SUSAN. 
CANNADAY! I hope your bir-
thday is as nice as mine was, but 
I'm sure it wi_ll be . If _ 
interested in attending, wC' will 
be at Houston 's.1 Love, the Best 
Friend a girl could have . Erin 
Nettles . 
S.l.!ZY Q_ •. here it is: HAPPY: 
BIRTHDAY and MANY 
MORE, from your friend 1n 
RED .. . LUV YA ... ME 
• 
' 
• 
• 
587-0800 Call Now! 
·Ask for Kermit and 
receive . 1000 dollars off. 
(Offer 1ood to all Howard 
Uni~cnil)' &fr~lalodl 
We shared so many memorable 
moments together . I just hope 
they will always be 
remembered. Good Luck in the 
future, and I hope you will be 
.successful in all your endeavors. 
. Here's to the good times. Ld've; 
Tricia . 
• 
·======= 
HILLTOPICS 
MUST BE 
SUBMIITED 
BY • 
5 P.M. 
MOND~Y 
NO 
EXCEPTIONS 
plus fluid _ 
Transmission 
Tune Up. 
Now you c1n •l'oil lf1Mmllslon trouble 
bel«t 11 mm with Cottm1~ low cm 
tr1nsmlsslon tu11e 1111 wtlldl indu~ 
• Road test • Rtmow tile pan • Visual 
inspection • Clean the sump and screen· • 
Adjust the baOOs and llnk30e" • Rel)lace 
tile pan gas~et ' 
~lhrs OS IOI~~~ 
;em;e tor most oomesllt ¥1d rnporied cars. n 
'fOll already ~ tr~SIOfl problems. ;ask 
ilbollt cu ot1lef 1t1iaDle seivas 
'Where 1oohcable 
~ M~fn MM.sf>M. ~8AM · 1PM _ : ~ 
..,.OCl!lfJOS thrOUOhClUI the US I/Id C~ 
Loully OWoe!I Mid aper11ed . 
DEALER ADDRESS 
1931 14th St. NW 
On~'1tC!ion o/ 1<4th and "U" 
S1reetsl •• 
328-8340 
t _____ , 
---- ' ( $~~2!! .. , ..... : 
I ix.sted pnces esented at tune o1 sale, · I re9a1t Musi be pr wiires· I Lmrt. One CCUlOll per customer· 1213 1184 I 
l,_ @=:.•• _./ 
1•i-tK1uetion Company 
I I '1·oi1~l~· P1·ese11t..-. 
''Night· Gallery'' 
METRO DC'.S LARGEST COMPLETE ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX 
' 
• 
-
• 
GRAND OPENING 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1'984 
10:00 p.m.-7:00 a.m. 
• 
8050 BLAIR MILL RD . . ' 
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 
(Y2 BlOCK OFF GEORGIA AVE., 1/2 MILE FROM D.C. LINE( 
• 
• OUTRAGEOUS SOUND AND LIGHT SHOW ON 
5,000 SQ:' FT. DANCE FLOOR• ViDEO GAMES 
' 
•FREE PARKING• LIVE ENTEkTAINMENT 
•rREFRESHMENTS 
ADMISSION $6.00 
$1 OFF WITH THIS AD 
• 
• 
FOR FURTHER INFO. CALL 565-STAR 
• 
!!!EXOTIC MALE & FEMALE DANCERS!!! 
BEGINS PROMPTLY AT 11 P.M. IN THE SHINING 
STAR LOUNGE 
. FASHIONABLE ATIIRE 
• 
• 
' 
. ' 
• 
• 
' 
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And a child shall lead them 
I 
Howard's Miami Connection 
Bv Joe Burris 
ffilhop Slaff Repontr 
For many years now. those who 
know Bison spons say Howard will 
have better football teams in the fu -
ture . Yet. when the future becomes 
the present. fans witness teams that 
are much like th.ose of the past . 
Feature 
This year, Howard had five fresh-
men fron1 a high school in Mian1i : 
Fla .. that proved to be a bright spot in 
the Bison's 2-8 season. These players 
have proven that if they remain 
healthy and eligible they could make 
those long awaited hopes for a 
chan1pionship come true . 
Harvey Reed. Leon Brown. Tony 
McClain. Martin Jackson. and Curtis 
Chappelle played for Miami 's South 
Ridge High School and their football 
Protest from page 2 
( D : . Ohio) and Counciln1en1ber 
Charlene Drew Jarvis . 
While in New York Tuesday , 
Senator Edward M . Kennedy said 
1ha1 ·'constructive engagement has 
had the destructive effect of lending 
apartheid the appearance of legitima-
cy·· in a speech .before the African-
An1erican Institute . Kennedy will 
tour South Africa in January at 1he 
invitation of Nobel Peace Prize Jaure-
, -
ate, Bishop Desmond Tutu. accord -
ing to sources . 
Saturday Dec . l. t~e Howard Uni -
versity Student Association (HUSA) 
will hold a rally outside Douglass 
Hall at 2:00 p .m. on Howard's n1ain 
can1pus. A list of tentative speakers 
include: Dessima Williams (Grena-
da· s fonner ambassador to the Orga-
nization of American States). a 
United Negro Improvem'ent Associa-
tion spOkesperson. Chris Cathcart 
(president of HUSA). Manoni Jenk-
ins (vice president of HUSA). and 
Howard Newell. fonner HUSA presi -
dent . 
Ethiopia from page I 
... 
• 
.team Jost only twice in the three yem 
that they µ.layed : there. The !~lent~ 
they displaYed this ytar on Ho'Vard'5 
. football team showed that they have 
the talent to make Howard a con-
ference contender. , 
''They all played exceptionally 
good football.· · said head coach Wil-
lie Jeffries. "and they are all good 
citizens. Because of those two attri -
butes. we are glad 10have,1he111 in our 
program. ·· . 
Accord.ing to Jeffrie s. Fred 
Menace, a Howard alumnus lawyer 
in Sarasota . .- Fla ., ··identified the 
players 10 us.'' Coach E3rl Humes 
then recruited them . 
According to the group. the transi-
tion fron1 high school to college was 
no1 easy . ye1 one of the most difficult 
transitions was going fron1 a team 
which lost only two of 30 games to~ a 
team that won only two of 20. 
··1 was so disgus1ed," said Reed. 
·' that after the Bethune-Cookman 
gan1e. I was ready to go home. I took 
my sho\\1er and wt1s on my way out 
when coach Hlin1es stopped 111e and 
talked 1ne out of il . · · 
Fortunately for Howard, Reed 
stayed . · Mos! Bison fans proba~Jy 
would agree that , had it not been for 
Reed 's 100-yard kickoff return in this 
year's Homecoming game, the game 
would have been boring. 
This year, Reed finished first in the 
MEAC in return yards, and ranked 
fifth in the NCAA division I-AA. On 
the defensive end, Jackson led lhe 
MEAC in tackles. 
Jeffries said that the players ex-
cel led both academically and social-
ly . Chappelle said he even turned 
down offers to go to schools with 
morr successful athletic programs be-
cause n1any did nol seem to"care about 
his ability off the field like Howard . 
• 
Reed. who said he was recruited by 
to a source who asked not to be idCnti- Other i11consiste11cies surround the 
fied . ·• Jt has also ' received about $3 con1radic1io11 1ha1 while Scott said 
billion \VOr1h of anns from the Soviet there \\'ere ''110 funds during the sum-
Union , but has neglected fannin$ and mer to \.\'Ork wi1l1.'' Moore said 
agricultural machinery to stop food Hon1ecoming received money in n1id-
production for its starving millions . July. 
the source added . , Or. Carl Ar1derso11, \•ice-president 
The lotal an1ount of aid already re - for Studc111 Affairs arid Arcl1er said 
ce ived by Ethiopia is unknown due to tl1e co111mit1ee received $46,0C'O dur-
the diversity of the count.ries in- ing the sun1mer recess. " 
vol\'ed. Presently. relief cenlers like Anderson said the money was allot-
Makele are plagued with cargo planes ted so 1l1e con1mittee cotild begin con-
from the Soviet Union. th'e United tracting performers for ;Homecom-
States. Britain and other countries ing l984. l 
bringing grain. cereal . apd some- Nielso 11 also r;1ised several ques-
tin1es clothe s. tt bwever, 1he aid tio11s concer11ing the choice of a co11-
' . 
already received is ' estin1ated at $24 cert performer. 
• 
million . ''Scott had a \\'hole sumn1er to 
The question nO\I.' is: Will Ethiopia prep3re for cl1e co r1cer1; {\VO \Veeks 
becon1e 111ore dependent on foreign before Homecoming lie still did not 
countries because of the aid they are ha ' e a performer aitd . at the last 
receiving"! · ·1 do nol think so.·· said 111i11ute lie came lip ''jth Melba 
anolher Ethiopian who asked not to be tv1oort" , '' Nielson said . 
iden1ified ... ''My country will soon Scott rcfl1ted this content ion and 
recover from the present -s ituation . said tie did 1101 re\'eal tfte entertai11er 
I'm very optimistic aboul it. ·· he ad - unt il tl1e last mi11ute 10 a\·o id the 
ded . possibility o f 1l1c e11tertainer·s con-
\Vhen asked if the human resources tract being bougl1t o ut. 
and other important elemen1s that hi s An intervie\\' had been scheduled 
country has lost due to the famine will \\'i!h Ar.cher for 1\.1011day to further 
110t have a Jong-tenn effect, he said. discuss tl1e Ho111econ1ing issues. 
·'The counlry will gerback on its feet Ho\\•ever. he cancelled the meeting 
again .·· But he urged_ that this will and said he did not want 10 talk about 
only be possible if inore countries. Hornecoming becat1se it is ''a student 
Another factor that has contributed probleiit.'' ~ 
to the famine can also be traced to the organizations and individuals con-
civil war that has been going on in tribute in any way theY c:an to help the A final point that Nielson raised 
Eh" · f h I 20 Th counrry . '' But they cannot help ex- concerned \\•hether or not st udents 1 10Plii or~ eh _ast . ye~ . e war cept if they hear about it.'' he said . should be charged ror Homecoming 
is betwC~n t 1op1a an r1trea, a activiiies. 
northern region in Ethiopia , whjch \Vh ile it " 'as suggested that the 
has been fighting to secede from the ff omecomjng Variety, Greek , and Fashion sho,vs be 
country. While the country is spend- free of cl1arge, Sco1t " 'anted these 
ing heavily on arms and soldier from page I event s to be paid fo r by st udent s, ac-
recruitment, it neglected fanning and Nielson said that the policy board cording to the mi11u1es from a tvtay 8, 
other agricultural activities needed to has a ''responsibility to oversee all ex- 1984 Homec~ming meeting. 
help the starving millions . penditt1res. No money sl1ould be • Nielso11 contended that the fear of 
''Ethiopia has been spending about spent unless ii deal s directly \Vith a deficii led Scott and the Steering 
60 percent of its 1ota1 gross national Homecoming and has bee11 approved Commi1tee to charge st uden1s for the 
Michigan, Clemson, Florida State, 
and was asked by Hershel Walker to 
go to Georgia, said he chose Howard, 
''because I am the only fortunate one 
to go to college it) my family of ten . 
Howard's the only one which I felt 
could give me a real education." 
Chappelle, Reed, and McClain 
have played as a group since their 
''Pop )Varner'' days ten years ago. 
They met Brown and Jackson later . 
Together, they have developed a 
strong sense of group responsibility. 
which carries over to their friends and 
their high school. 
''We stay on each other and push 
each other academically, '' Brown 
said. ''We' re trying to set an example 
for the guys at home. '' 
McClain agreed, '' I am the only 
person going to college in my com-
munity . I 'm trying to establish some-
thing for the little kids . I want the1n to 
look up to me." 
However, Anderso11 and · Arcl1er 
said that, in addi.tion to the 1984 
budget, the committee received $2.0CX> 
from Homecon1in 1983. 
· I 
Student fr0n1 page I 
''The whole experience has taxed 
me emotionally and financially . I am 
not just fighting for myself. bu1 for all 
people of Azania (Soulh Africa), who 
are also in a situation similar to my 
own.·· Said Xiphu . ·· If I lose, a lot of 
heads will fall ." } 
Faculty from page l 
. . 
concerns and needs of the faculty. 
moreover . they had no choice but to 
go 10 drasti c measures. ·· He said , 
·'The student council in the School of 
cOmmunicatio~s be~if:ve s that at 
some point and t1me this fact of unrest 
could vastly affect the education of 
the students in commun.ications . ·· 
BasketballJcom P'•' '' 
offense, isolating Carroll in tthe low 
pos1 for easy baskets . ., 
After Howard's Robert Jones mis-
sed the end of a one-and-one. HoWard 
was ·leading 60-59 wilh 31 seconds 
and called time out . 
With three~seconds left in the 
game. Miller drove inside and di shed 
off 10 Carroll for the winning basket . 
The Bison was led in scoring by 
George Hamilton with 13 points ; 
~ while Derek. Caracciolo added 12 
points and 13 rebounds . Fred Hil~had 
10 points an~ s~x ass_ists. \::arroll led 
all scorers with 24 points ofi}l l for 14 
shooting from the floor and two for 
two shooting at the fowl line . produc~on ammunition ," according b)' the policy board.' ' activities . .......... _._. ____________ ...., ________________________ __ 
I 
NEW CAREERS IN 
COMMUN-ICATIONS ' 
''New Careers in ,(ommunications,'' a presentation by Peter Clarke, dean, and 
Susan ·H. Evans, director of academic planning, Annenberg School of Com-
munications, University of Southern California. • 
They will describe how Annenberg, USC's Masters in Communication Manage-
ment prepares people for careers in telecommunications, mass media manage-
ment, communications law ·and policy, organizational communication, 
advertising/corporate relations, and similar fields. · 
Degree work is ottered at Annenberg, USC, in Los Angeles. 
• 
• 
Miles from page 13 
Miles: A major problem is other 
institutions who are offering in-
ducements that are not legal and who 
make unrealistic promises . They take 
a young individual and tell him what 
he basically wants to hear . The 
youngster who is imrqature m_akes the 
decision not on education, but on gla-
mour . I 
Hilltop: If that's the case and Ho-
ward is not the most glamourous 
place to be if you 're an athlete, how 
do you sell a talented indiv~dual on 
Howard? 
Miles: At Howard. we sell educa-
tion , emotional arid social growth , 
and development . The key to a good 
life is a good education . A number of 
them are nol mature enough to be able 
to live out the 57 years they are ex-
pected to live after leaving this in-
l .. stitution. We lry to prepare them for 
the life they will liVe after they leave I Howard. · 
Hilltop: The University says that 
there is a tight budget and it has been 
argued by some that not enoug_h 
money is be\ng spent on athletics . 
Has the possibility of implementing a 
booster club program been discussed 
to supplement the athletic budget? 
Miles: We attempted something a 
couple of years ago and we didn't get 
the support necessary to develop it . 
However, We havC a fund and persons 
interested in contributing to the pro-
gram can ma~ donations through 
this fund . Booster clubs. if not reallv 
controlled and managed, could cause 
a lot of problems. 
Hilltop: Like what? 
Miles: They can make trouble in 
terms ,of NCAA rules concerning 
recruitment and other areas. But let 
me say this,. if managed properly. a 
program can benefit from it . 
Hilltop: Is the University position 
on the NCAA 's Proposition 48, 
which requires students to have a 2.0 
overall and 2.0 in certain subjects and 
are prepared to handle 'it? 
Miles: I am not in favor of ii be-
cause I feel 1hat the SAT should not · 
play a role . Historically, we've al-
ways.said it was biased bec·ause it was 
not SefllJething io keep or let you in but 
to keep you out. _I've read the results 
of a study of how many Blacks and 
Whites would be affected by the rul-
ing. I don't think the white Structure 
realizes that it would affect so many 
folks, both black and white . 
My argumen1 requires stuctents to 
have a 2.0 before they ~ome in and a 
2. 0 for them to continue participating 
in athle1ics . 
RAPE ROBBERY MURDER 
, '' Every 23 minutep. someone is murdered. Every 6 minutes a woman is · 
·~nP.d While vou read this ... two oeool.&-will be robbeQ..in this country and 
twn_ more will be shot, tabbed. or seriously beaten.· Yet to truly grasp the 
enormity of the problem those figure"Smust be doubled. because more 
than 50 percent of violent crime goes unreported ." 
. 
- President "s Ti;ask Force on Victims of Crime. December 1982 
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KERMIT ENTERPRISES ' 
Washington, D.C. P.O. Box 29644 
20017 
$19.95 EACH 
SW29 
Please include S3.05 Postage and handling 
un it 
$23.00 to ta l for each 
Name ------------------------
' Address ------------~---------
C1 ty ---------- State ------ Zip __ •__ 
I certify tha! I am a responsible adul! and wil f l1se the weaponoilly 1n self delense 
Srgned ----------------- Date ------
Sorr y no C 0 D ·s A lf checks allo~v 30 da\s To insure last delivery please print your 
name and aodress correctly as we ship every1tl1ng. U PS. onlv 1n the USA 
Items proh1b1 ted 1n Canada 
DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AVAI LAB LE 
FULL INFORMATION W lll BE GIVEN W ITH SAMPLE ORDERS ON LY 
Hear Clarke and Evans, and have time for Q&A, at the facilities of The,Washing-
ton Program of The Annenberg Schools, 600 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Suite 750, 
Wednesday, December 5, 1984 between 5:00 and 7:00 p.m. 
' I WYNTON MARSALIS HOT HOUSE FLOWERS 
) 
' 
(One block from th~ Smithsonian Air & Space Museum) 
(Take #70 Bus to fort McNair and get off at 7th and Maryland Ave.) 
• 
I 
ENTERPRISE DENTAL SPECIALISTS 
''Total Dental Care For The Entire Fa1nily '' 
947P Annapolis Road, Suite 304 
Lanham, Maryland 20706 
• 
(301) 731-4522 
• Weekdays - Monda)' thru Friday, 9 am - 9 pm 
• Saturday, 9 am - 4 pm 
• Walk-ins Welcomed 
• General Dentistry , 
• Oral Surgery 
• Orthodontics (Braces) 
• Periodontics (Gum Disease Treatment) 
• Prosthodontics (Crowns, . Bri':ig~s.; ~ l?-:..,tur~~) 
• Pedodontists (Children Dentist~ 1 i , 
• Nitrous Oxide and G~neral Anesthesia 
• 24-Hour Emergency Services 
• Dental Insurance and Medicaid Welcomed 
• Pre-Paid Denlal Plan Available upon Request 
• Fcw:ilities to Accommodate the Handicapped 
Dr. Bayley · Dr. Grimm · Dr. Jackson · Dr. /ones · Dr. Marsl1all · Dr. Mitchell · Dr. Parker-Lockett 
' 
I 
~ lud~:"W. 
S''""'"l/Fo< A/j I(,_ Lazy..,..,,....,, 
Wlwl lb.I W18h Upon A SIM 
Performing with str.ing orchestra accom.,,. 
panime_nt., double Grammy-\vinner Wy~tQn 
1\1arsahs interprets standards like "Stardust " 
''F?r All We Know1' and ''When You Wish Upon A Star'' in his ow~ 
unique style. Demonstrating why he's been named Best Trumpeter 
and M11sician Of The Year by music publications everywhere. 
· Wynton Marsalis. ''Hot House Flowers?'. 
.... l!i<J ne"" -h~•r lh~ cl' '''°I j1.fn1U• 
'~ \\")·n1"n .\\• r>1h' <>n h•> new 
Cll$ .\l •>!fr"·oik' •lhum. 
Songs of great beaµty, nurtured to perfection. 
New. On Columbia Records and Cassettes. :if 
ON SALE NOW! 
1) 1900 L St. NW 
2) 1329 Conn •. Ave. 
3) 1239 Wisconsin Ave. 
4) 106 South Union st. 
. . 
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Bison 
"" . . 
capture 
nale 
• By Deron Snyder 
" .. ""Staff~ 
" 
• 
Thank goodness for Morgan Stale. , 
Howard ended a 1wo-year home-
game losing streak and a season of 
frustration by pounding 1he Golden 
Bears 47-13 at Howard Stadium on 
November 17. , 
I 
' 
....__.• 
' 
" 
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Bisonet.tes lose • 
, 
• 
• 
season opener , 
~ Basketball 
The inexperienced Bisonettes, who 
started lhree freshmen, played 'the 
heralded Lady Terps much more 
closely than the final score would in-
dicate, but hurt themselves by com- , 
Bisonettes was the oulstanding play of 
freshman Courtney Bullard. Bullard, 
a 6-foot-I ·forward from Miami , vic-
timized Maryland defenders for 28 
points, 15 rebounds and 5 steals in her 
first game as a collegian, prompting 
Lady Terp head coach Chris Weller tO 
remark, ''That freshman is sOme 
ballplayer .'' 
Bullard's efforts were supported by _ 
the play of senior team captain Robin 
' Duncan, who contributed 17 }X>ints 
and 13 rebounds to the Bisonette 
cause. H owever, no other Howard 
player could manage more than five 
points on the evening. 
The Bison, "' ho finished the season. 
at 2-8, got an outstanding perfor-
mance from it s offense, cranking out 
a to1a1· of 492 yards. Freshmen runn-
ing backs Harvey Reed and Ronnie 
Epps gained 103 and 122 yards 
respec1ive\y, while Kevin \Vatkins 
caught three passes for 106 yards and 
two touchdo\vns . 
''Our pla)'ers \.\'anted to give the .. 
seniors a good going-away present ." 
said Howard coach \Villie Jeffries. 
''We put together two halves of good 
offense and good defense. You 've got 
Bison rWlning back Har,·ey R eed ( 16) ooks for an opening agai11st 1'forgan State. R eed rushed · n1itting a whopping 42 tumovers-24 
in the first half alone. Yet despi1e the 
Bisonettes ' generosity, . Maryland 
could only manage a five-point lead at 
the half. 
Bisonette head coach Sanya Tyler,· 
while pleased with her formidable 
one-two punch of Bullard and Dun-
can, said she is ' looking for more 
balanced scoring in 1future games . 
''The rest of the girls did not pick up 
the offensive slack tonight, but they 
will,' ' said Tyler . ''Remember that 
tonight was the firs{ college game for 
a lot of them ." 
to have both to win ." , 
E~~k Green opened, Howard's scor-
ing barrage \l.;th a seven-yard run, 
capping off a drive of 14 plays that 
covered 80 yards, with 3:06 left in the 
first quarter. 
Early in the second ,quarter, the 
Bison scored on their fir$t touchdown 
pass since the first game of the season 
against Rhode Island. Quarterback 
Leon Brown, who threw that TD in 
September, 1hrew a five-yard scoring 
pass to Maurice Haynes, increasing 
Howard's lead to 13-0. 
for f03 yards. 
The Bison defense shut out Morgan 
in the first quarter a11d the second 
half. Tl1e l\VO touchdo\vn s that 
Mo'rgan did score came off of tough 
catcl1es by Regina ld Btirg__ess. 
Althot1gh '' ·ell -covered by Biso11 
defenders, Burgess cat1gl1t toucl1do""" 
P<\SSes o f 17 and 9 yards from 
freshn1an quarterbac k Dexter 
Forema11, knotting the score at 13 
' 
apiece . 
The game tµrned into a blo,vout 
from that point on. T\vo 75-yard 
drives by the Bison were topped off 
with exci1ing, big play toucl1do,vns. 
Reed took a pitch arou11d the right 
Coppin State edges Bison, 61-60 
• 
By Tim Williamson 
Hilltop Sl&IT Repon..r 
Howard 's men 's basketball lost its 
.home opener to Coppin State, 61 -60 
last night . . 
opening-game loss in ten years . 
The Bison managed to go into thC 
locker room with a 30-27 halftime 
' lead . 
' ' However, the play o f Coppin 
side, jt1k a \\'Otild-be tackler 11ear on a11 eight-)'ard r11n . 
the sideli11 . and scampered in fro111 Jeffries \vas J1appily optimistic that 
40 yards out . Tl1e11, o nly 14 seco11ds the ' ' 'i11 \Vas a sig11 of things to co1ne. 
, before halftin1e, Watkins caught a He said that they J1ad \\'anted to \vin 
47-yard bon1b in the end zone, t1ppi11 g tl1i s gan1e ''to give the fresl1men 
thti score 10 27- 13 . so111ething to b11ilcl 011 dt1ring the 
In the second half. practically ever~' '''inter.' ' ' 
player on the Biso11 roster sa''' so111c · Altl1011gl\ Jeffries said that tl1e 'vin 
action. Bro\\'11, \\'ho Jeffries said li e .• ,,,as good for 1ne. too." after t l1e 
1hinks is ''startihg 10 ('Orne of age," game. he ' ' 'as neither looking ahead to 
'''as replaced by senior Brian Sloa11 . tl1e challet1ges of 11ext season, nor 
In his last college game, Sloan ac- reflecting 011 1l1e disappoin1men[S of 
cotinted for t \yo touchdo,vns. He the past seaso11. For the moment, Jef-
thre''' a 35-yarCi . strike to \Vat kins, fries took tir11e to e11joy a tl1rilling vic-
and ran one in him<;elf from the tory at tl1e e11d of his·111aide11 season at 
14-)•ard line . . Reed also scored agair1 Ho,vard. .--
•for 32 points and 15 assists . ''They 
had good. experienced guards and 
h~dled the four-comer offense very 
well late in the game," said Wil -
liamson. 
More Sports 
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In 1he second half, however, 
Maryland tegan to capitalize on the 
Bisonettes' numerous mistakes, and 
gradually built their lead. The Lady 
Terps threw a sti n ing trap press 
·defense at lhe Bisonetle guards, forc-
ing a number of errant passes which 
led 'directly to easy Maryland baskets. 
The yo ung Bisonettes probably miss-
ed the poise of all-MEAC guard 
Vanessa Graham, who is sidelined 
due to an injury. 
Despite the loss, the Bisone1tes 
displayed a number of encouraging 
signs 011 the court . This year' s team is 
taller, quicker, and more aggressive 
than any Bisonette . team in recent 
years, and out-rebounded Maryland 
convincingly, 63-39. 
Another promising ~ign for the 
• 
H~ U's Athletic Director 
Tyler said 1hat an early season 
game against a team of Maryland's 
caliber is a '' learning experience. 11 
lets us know right away what we n~ 
to work on and correct as a team'', 
she said . '' I believe we are already a 
smarter team for h.aving played 
Maryland· because a game like this is 
good preparation for 1he rest of the 
sChedule. '' 
Basketball Notes • 
This weekeQd, (Nov. JO.Dec. I). the 
Bisonettes travel across ro)vn to play 
in the George Washingtor! Invita-
tional Tour11arnent . _. 
Tonight, the Lad.Y Bison faCe 
Queens College in a first-round mat-
chup at Sn1ith Ce11rer on the campus 
of G. w.,u. Game ti1T1e is at 6:00 p .m. 
• 
''·I may have played too many peO-
ple in the frrst half, " said William-
son, who suffered only his second 
State· s backcourt proyed to be the 
difference . Senior Arnold Rmss and 
So homore Steve MillerCombined 
COppin State took its firs1 lead. 47-
46. after Mark Carroll hit two free 
throws with I 0:54 left to play. Short I)' 
there'aft.er, Coppin went into its de la)' 
Soo BASKETBALL page 12 ith Leo iles · 
• 
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DEC. lst;1984 
lOpm til 2am 
~ 
• 
15th&VN.W. 
• 
' 
LeoF. Milesisanati,,e Wasl1i11gto- O lympic preparations at the training 
11ian . He rei·eived his eleme.n.tary and center in Colorado Springs, Col-
J1igl1 !i<·/100/ etl11c.·t1tio11 i11 D .C. He orado. In~ddition, o~ head track 
gra<l11t1 ted fro rn Cardozo Hi~h coachwenttothegamesandwehada 
s,·/100/. 11·l1ere lie part-time trainer working in the Jun-
playeJ j(Jotball. ior Olympics. 
basketball a11d We had a 'number of student-
baseball . He .re- athletes partic.pate in the Olympic 
cei\•ed tJ1e All- trial s, and a few of our student-
C o 11f err e r1 c e athletes P.articipated in the Olympics 
a 1va rll for h; s for their ~oun~es . In that aspect , the 
participation program ts unique . 
and skill as an We had somebody at different 
a1J1/ete. ~1iles levels from the standpoint of coaching, 
He attended Virgi11ia State College · medica.J; and student participation. 
a11ll received his B .S. and Master's We also hired coach Jeffries, and 
Degrees from that institution . A11'out- that 's a significant achievement. 'Our 
standi11g a1J1lete for four )'ears. he baseball teams won the MEAC 
was selected as an All-A1nerican and championship, and our track and field 
All-CJAA football player . He was team won the ME:4-C championship, 
also selected to Who 's Who in Amer- also. These are JUSt a few of the 
ic·a11 Colleges a1ui Universities. accomplishments off the top of my0 
For 11ine years, he taught and 
coached in the D .C. Public Schools. 
As head football coach at Bell Voca-
tio11t1l High School, his ream won th~ 
c ity championship for three con-
secutive )'ears. 
later , Miles was appointed as 
Assistant principal ai Lincoln Jr . 
High. After serving there as a11 ad-
mi11istra1or fo r three years, he 
accepted the position of Athletic Di-
rector at Howard University and is 
presently employed at this institution . 
In addition to being Athletic Direc-
tor, Miles is a Natiotfal Football 
league Official. He i~· a head lines-
m4n and the third black 'to be em-
ployed by the League out of 105 offi-
cials. He has served in this capacity 
for 14 years and was the first black ·to 
offil·iate a Super Bowl Game. 
By Darrvl Richards 
Hilliop !il&IT Rq>OIW:f 
Hilltop: Where do you feel you 
have been sUccessf ul as an ad-
ministrator? - · 
Miles: Well1, I don't like to speak 
on personal terms, but I do like to 
speak on terms of · members on the 
staff and student-athletes . It's been ;l 
unique year with the Olympics; wC 
were in an unusual situation. Our 
sports information director was dne 
of the key per.;ons in sports infom\a. 
tion during the Olympics , and our 
'tCam physician · participated in 
1 
head. 
Hilltop: What about the football 
program? How. would you ask the stu-
dents to view the football program? 
Miles: We"re building our program 
by laying the foundatiori for a suc-
cessful program . In Washington, 
D .C . a few years back, downtown 
1was dirty and ugly to look at . It was 
hard to get around and many people 
were dissatisfied with the conditions. 
Now downtown is beautiful, and peo-
ple are proud of the downtown build-
ings and the subway system. 
I look in the same vein about the 
football program. We are building a 
foundation for success in football so 
that people will enjoy the success of 
the program in a few years and just sit 
back and enjoy. 
I would tell them this: a team that 
makes the few:est mistakes is the team 
that gent,ralfy wins . Examine your-
self and the things that take place and 
• • 
examine yourself after and see what 
would have happened. 
Then I would ask another question: 
Are you playing up to the potential of 
your ability? If you are playing up to 
your potential, then you are doing all 
that you are capable of doi~g . 
If you're not winning. at least you 
should be compe~ing the other team 
to work hard and play hard'! If you're 
doing that, dten you are 1a Winner. 
Hilltop: What about the facilities? 
What changes are under proposal and 
do you think they-will come about? 
Miles.: We expect that wl>eri next 
' 
• 
season comes along, we will be play-
ing on some kind of artificial turf, and 
we expect to improve the track . Our 
long-tenn plans are projected down 
the road , a domed stadium. We have a 
domed convocation center that can 
hold at least 20,000-30,000 people. 
How far down the road? I don' t 
know. It 's pai;t qf ~e University's 
overall development. I hope in about 
five or six years, but perhaps longer 
than that. We are also l~king into the 
process of negotiating for the 
possibility of new scoreboards for the 
basketball and football facilities . We 
also hope to upgrade the press box to 
some degree . 
llilltop: With the football team 
having ·a disappointing year, how 
woi.ild you judge coach Jeffries as a 
coach right now? ' 
Miles: Any great builder/developer 
takes 'time to lay plans and draw up 
the blueprints and dig holes and erect 
steCI, and when it is finished, it is 
beautiful . Right now, Ute coach is 
building the foundation that will 
make the program strong for many 
years to come. 
Hilltop: What aboUt the tennis 
coach situation? There are many 
sources that say that Eddie Davis 
(now at George Washington Univer-
sity) left because he felt the facilities 
were not up to par. 
Miles: That has nothing to do with 
wby Davis left. When he came here 
be knew there was little to work with . 
He indic8ted that he was.promised a 
full-time coaching position. There 
were not many available . The Uni-
versity is in a period of austerity, apd 
the university is cutting back every-
thing. I would lilce to put the women's 
program on a full-time S!\!l1!S, and I 
have recOmmended that a number of 
timeus of today. . 
Hilltop: How successful do you 
feel the athletic program has been in 
recruiting the best athletes? How do 
you feel you can improve in this en-
deavor? · 
Miles: In some cases, not as suc-
cessful as we would like . We have 
been successful in getting some, but 
maybe not as many as we would like. 
It's an ongoing process . 
Hilltop: What are some of the 
problems in recruiting?. 
See MU FS page 12 
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